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Abstract

Experiments in biology are often combinatorial in nature and require analysis of large multi-dimensional
spaces, but the scales of these experiments are limited by logistical complexity, cost, and reagent
consumption. By miniaturizing experiments across nanoliter-scale emulsions that can be processed at large
scales, droplet microfluidic platforms are poised to attack these challenges.

Here we describe a droplet microfluidic platform for combinatorial experiments that automates the
assembly of reagent combinations, with order-of-magnitude improvements over conventional liquid
handling. Moreover, our design is accessible, requiring only standard lab equipment such as micropipettes,
and improves the chemical compatibility of droplet microfluidic platforms for small molecules.

We applied our platform to two experimental problems: combinatorial drug screening and microbial
ecology. First, we used our platform to enable screening of pairwise combinations of a panel of antibiotics
and 4,000+ investigational and approved drugs to overcome intrinsic antibiotic resistance in the model
Gram-negative bacterial pathogen E. coli. This screen processed 4+ million droplet-level assays by hand in
just 10 days to discover more than 10 combinations of antibiotics and non-antibiotic drugs for further study.

We then applied our platform to microbial ecology, where the interactions between microbes in
communities can dictate functions important for both basic science and biotechnology. As a proof of
concept, we used our platform to survey 960 pairwise interactions of microbes isolated from soil, and
deconstruct higher-order interactions in a 4-strain community.

Altogether, we expect that our platform can be used to efficiently attack combinatorial problems across
molecular and cellular biology.

Thesis Supervisor: Paul C. Blainey

Title: Associate Professor of Biological Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The development of biology follows the invention

of new interfaces to measure and manipulate

biological systems

Scientific progress is gated by our ability to measure and manipulate the world around us. "Measure"

because progress relies on our ability to observe new phenomena, and see where our models no longer

match reality. "Manipulate" because we push systems outside of the regimes where models were

constructed to generate new phenomena and recognize new patterns. Sets of technologies that join these

capacities are an "interface": the point where two systems meet and interact; the first system being us, and

the second, being the physical world. New techniques and technologies add new interfaces between us and

physical systems. Put simply by a quote attributed to the biologist Sydney Brenner, "progress in science

depends on new techniques, new discoveries and new ideas, probably in that order" [1].

This suggests a lens through which we can view the history of modern biology. Humanity's first interface

to biological systems were merely the unaided human eyes (detailed anatomical observations of the diverse

life populating Earth) and hands (selective breeding of plants and animals). Perhaps amazingly, with these

tools alone we developed the theories of evolution by natural selection [21, and Mendelian inheritance of

traits [3].

As the tools of analytical and physical chemistry matured in the 1 9th and 2 0 th centuries, we gained new

interfaces with biological systems. The principle discoveries that spawned the fields of biochemistry and

molecular biology stemmed from new chemical methods for labeling (measurement) and purifying

(manipulation) the molecular components of biology. For example, separating cytoplasm from cells

distinguished enzymatic activity as a chemical property independent from life itself [4]. Chemical
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techniques to further fractionate cytoplasm and purify its components finally assigned this activity to

specific proteins [5]. Coupled with the development of radio-isotope labeling, these purification techniques

ultimately provided the tools used by the famous Hershey-Chase experiment to demonstrate DNA as the

hereditary material [6]. New means of measurement afforded by x-ray crystallography brought the

discovery of the structure of DNA and the molecular basis of genetics [7]. Finally, the maturing of

molecular biology as a science created powerful new interfaces to biological systems, built on the ability to

sequence, synthesize, and recombine DNA, RNA, or protein that can be purified from or inserted into cells

and organisms.

Today's understanding of biological systems considers the hierarchical multiscale nature of their

components, perhaps ranging more than 10 orders of magnitude in length scale (Figure 1-1). To create

means of measurement and manipulation that span this whole spectrum, we leverage the convergence of

physics, chemistry, and biology (Figure 1-1). Below the nanoscale (< 10-9 m) are the "small molecule"

chemical components, and our interface is naturally composed of tools from physics and chemistry

(measurement: structure determination by nuclear magnetic resonance, analysis by mass spectrometry;

manipulation: synthetic chemistry and enzymatic biochemistry). These tools have broadly enabled the

mapping of the chemistry of biological systems, such as metabolic pathways.

biological components length scale (m) measurement manipulation

nuclear magnetic resonance,
small molecules , . X-ray Crystlography s nthetic chemistry

electron microscopy biochemistry
proteins and 10- molecular biology

protein complexes nuclec super-resolution (recombinant DNA,

viruses acids 10light microscopy transformation,
vie viral transduction,

108 genome editing)
40 prokaryotic-- _ 06mcofud

cells 10 light microscopy microfluidics
eukaryotic cells 104 and microfabrication

microbialA
communities 10-3

su- ad 10- human eyes
organisms 101

human hands

9 ecosystems A Y >1 V

Figure 1-1. Examples of biological system components and corresponding interfaces. Note that length

scales given here are not exact, and the lists of components and means to measure and manipulate them are

not exhaustive.
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Most biomolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, exist at the nanoscale (10-1 - 10-8 in), where we

leverage the convergence of these chemical methods with molecular biology. For example, the field of

chemical genetics develops tools to make targeted, reversible, and temporally precise chemical changes to

proteins - such as inhibition or activation - to investigate their function. Chemical methods also enabled

the direct synthesis of bio-polymers such as peptides and nucleic acids. The tools of molecular biology give

us the means to recombine these polymers and insert them into cells and organisms to code new genetic

instructions.

However, many of the components of biological systems lie well above these length scales, such as

prokaryotic cells (10- 6 im), eukaryotic cells (~10-1 m), microbial communities (-10' m), and multicellular

tissues (10- 2 m), requiring an interface of a different nature. These components all exist in fluids, and

technologies that precisely control fluids on these length scales (10-6-102 m) provide a generalizable

interface to manipulate them. Together these technologies have become known as "microfluidics." The

development of this interface has only taken place in the past few decades, but already microfluidic

technologies have been used across a wide span of applications to achieve microscale control of

temperatures [8], chemicals [9], cells [10], [11], and even tissues [8], [12], and the impacts across the field

of biology are only just beginning.

1.2 Microfluidic platforms provide an interface to

length scales important for molecular and cellular

biology

1.2.1 Microfluidic platforms manipulate biology at the microscale

To provide an interface to molecular and cellular biology, microfluidic platforms need to (i) control fluids

on the relevant length scales of 1 0-6 10-2 m; (ii) be biocompatible; and (iii) permit a means of measurement

at the relevant length scales (for example, light microscopy). Microfluidic platforms quickly proliferated

following the introduction of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) as the basic material and a suite of relatively
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fast (< 1 week) and easy lithographic microfabrication methods to construct features at the ~101-10-2 m

length scales [13], [141. PDMS is also largely bio-compatible and supports culture of a wide range of

organisms and cell lines. Light microscopy is easily integrated with these devices as a means of

measurement, as PDMS is optically transparent.

Simple microfluidic platforms composed of a single layer of fluid channels can leverage the physics of

fluids at these length scales to provide many useful ways to interact with biological systems. The predictable

laminar flow profiles and diffusive mixing make it simple to manipulate chemical or temperature gradients

[15]. For example, Luchetta and colleagues probed the robustness of Drosophila melanogaster

development by locally heating embryos based on their placement in two converging aqueous streams of

different temperatures 18]. Chemical gradients can also be used to study chemotaxis [9], for example how

E. coli tracks carbon sources based on fold-change gradients rather than changes in absolute levels [161.

Laminar flow profiles also allow for precise application of forces from fluid shear stress, such as to extend

DNA polymers along a surface to allow the imaging of protein-DNA interactions [17].

Other forms of spatial control of biology are afforded by the ability of lithographic microfabrication

methods to chemically and geometrically pattern surfaces on micrometer length scales. A technique called

microcontact printing creates a microfabricated PDMS pattern that can be "inked" with a reactive chemical

and "stamped" onto a surface. Using this technique, Chen and colleagues showed that cells can be triggered

to both grow or activate apoptosis based on their shape by patterning cell adhesion proteins in progressively

smaller areas [10], [11]. Geometric patterning of PDMS can also be used to create microchannels and

microwells to easily capture and isolate single cells 118]. Due to its simplicity and generality, this technique

has been used in a wide variety of applications including following E. coli divisions for 200 generations

[191, or capturing mRNA from single-cells to obtain single-cell gene expression profiles [20], [21].

Microfluidic platforms have also translated many conventional methods in biology to the microscale, with

the enhanced abilities to manipulate sample volumes down to single cells and molecules, reduce reagent

consumption, and automate processing. This translation was catalyzed by the introduction of monolithic

microfabricated valves and multi-layer soft lithography [221. These valves can be used in a variety of

architectures to create peristaltic pumps for mixing reagents, filters for separations, and multiplexed

input/output control of reagents [23]. Microfluidic devices have now been developed to miniaturize and

automate processing for a plethora of applications, including protein crystallography [24], multiplexed
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polymerase chain reactions (PCR) [251, extraction of DNA and RNA from single cells [26], and sample

processing for next-generation sequencing [27].

1.2.2 Droplet microfluidic platforms enable high throughput

biological experiments across microscale fluidic compartments

By miniaturizing biological experiments into microscale compartments and automating fluid handling,

microfluidic platforms also promised gains in throughput by processing samples simultaneously and

integrating multiple assays [28]. Further improving throughput can be achieved by adding more and more

miniature compartments, but a different strategy is provided by microfluidics for multi-phase fluids, or

"droplet" microfluidics. These systems disperse an aqueous solution across many fluidic "compartments"

divided by a gas or immiscible fluid, stabilized by a surfactant to prevent coalescence. By operating

with large numbers of aqueous compartments in parallel or high speed serial streams, assays can be

multiplexed at large scales.

This concept was brought to fruition by several key technical developments. First, it needed to be possible

to quickly emulsify a sample into emulsions of tunable uniform volumes (e.g. a single cell, or a number of

molecules depending on their density/concentration). Second, the emulsion chemistry (i.e. the choice of the

continuous phase and stabilizing surfactant) needed to be compatible with biological systems (i.e. low

toxicity to cells), and prevent cross-contamination of contents between droplets. Last, analogs of

conventional liquid-handling operations (e.g. mixing and sampling) and means of measurement needed to

be developed.

Technologies for dispersing aqueous solutions into large numbers of uniformly-sized emulsions on the

microscale were developed by a number of groups in the early 2000's. The most widely used techniques

are the "flow-focusing" and "T-junction" architectures, in which a microscale aqueous fluid stream collides

with an immiscible oil stream to break up flow into a discontinuous stream of water droplets [29], [30].

These techniques leverage the deterministic microscale fluid dynamics to reliably create droplets with sizes

ranging <1-pL to 1-nL with low-variance (diameter shows <5% coefficient of variation) at high speeds

(production rates of millions of droplets per hour). Moreover, including a surfactant stabilizes the droplets

against coalescence, allowing their long term manipulation or storage.
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Droplet microfluidic devices were first demonstrated using hydrocarbon (e.g. decane, tetradecane, and

hexadecane) [29] and silicone [30] oil continuous phases, however many components of biological systems

are soluble in these oils, both diluting and possibly cross-contaminating the contents of droplets [31]. In

order to prevent this issue, it was noted that perfluorocarbon oils are both hydrophobic and lipophobic, and

a perfluorocarbon oil continuous phase could prevent the leakage of molecules from the aqueous phase out

of the fluidic compartments [32]. Biocompatible fluorosurfactants consisting of polyethylene glycol (PEG)

and perfluoropolyether (PFPE) di- and tri-block copolymers were found to both stabilize emulsions, and be

biologically inert [33]. Perfluorocarbon oils and surfactants have since become commonplace for droplet

microfluidic applications in biology.

The translation of conventional biological assays to droplet microfluidic platforms necessitated the

development of droplet-level operations as microscale analogs of conventional liquid handling operations,

such as the ability to select and mix samples. In order to be useful, these operations must operate identically

on each droplet at high frequency such that all droplets - which could number millions - are processed

on the standard timescales of biological assays (e.g. hours).

Mixing reagents requires bringing the desired set of droplets to be mixed into physical contact, and then

disrupting the surfactant boundary between them. Droplets can be physically co-localized using a variety

of hydrodynamic trap architectures [34], and many creative solutions have emerged to coalesce droplets by

perturbing the surfactant molecules using electric fields [34], freeze-thawing [35], local heating [36],

mechanical disruption by surface acoustic waves [371, and chemical disruption [38]. Electro-coalescence

has emerged as the most general and scalable, as pairs of droplets can be hydrodynamically trapped and

merged by microfabricated electrodes at high speeds in serial streams [34].

Methods to select or sort droplets rely on similar physical means as coalescence, often by triggering the

movement of droplets of interest into a diverging flow channel as they arrive at a forked junction. For

example, groups have demonstrated the use of both dielectrophoresis [39] and surface acoustic waves [40]

to successfully sort droplets at high flow rates (>100 Hz). Sampling droplets, i.e. taking a fraction of the

volume for input into a new reaction can also be accomplished by splitting droplets. This can be done by

subjecting the droplet to enough fluid shear to overcome the interfacial tension, such as by colliding the

droplet with a physical barrier [411.

By integrating these modules together, droplet microfluidic platforms have found many applications across

molecular and cellular biology. Examples include testing drug dose response testing across cells 1421 or
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enzymes [43], screening libraries of enzymes for a desired activity in directed evolution experiments [44],

screening cells for production of high-value metabolites [45] or antibodies [46], and enabling single cell

transcriptomics [47].

1.3 Considering microfluidic platforms as an interface

suggests factors to broaden adoption

Despite the clear technological potential of microfluidics, broader translation outside of specialized labs

has been limited [481. In a meta-analysis of the biomedical literature, Sackmann et al showed that although

the number of microfluidics publications grew dramatically from 2000-2012, this growth was seen

primarily in engineering journals with little permeation into biology and medicine journals 148].

I believe this slow uptake can be explained by considering a holistic description of microfluidic platforms

as interfaces that connect two systems: humans, and fluids at the 10-6-102 m length scale. Considering each

side of the interface, we can describe how humans interact with the platform ("accessibility"), and also,

how the platform supports or interacts with the biological system of interest ("generalizability"). Last, we

can consider the "scalability" of the interface, i.e. its robustness and capacity to practically scale to large

numbers of operations. Taken together, these three factors of accessibility, generalizability, and scalability

suggest design principles to widen the translation of microfluidic platforms.

1.3.1 Three design principles can improve translation

First, a platform is accessible if it minimizes the usage barriers experienced by most life scientists. This

concept includes access to materials, access to necessary instruments to operate the platform, and a shallow

learning curve. Through analyzing a case study of microfluidic platforms to study chemotaxis, Sackmann

and colleagues suggested that a barrier to translation stemmed from the lack of consideration for these

usability requirements: users lacked the necessary instruments (e.g. syringe pumps, pneumatic controllers),

infrastructure (fabrication), and expertise assumed in common microfluidic designs [481. Figure 1-2

provides a coarse scale for the accessibility of instruments. The most accessible platforms make use of

common equipment found in most life sciences laboratories that most scientists already know how to use,
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such as micropipettes and microscopes. The least accessible instruments are those that must be custom built

by a specialist, such as an electrophysiology workstation. If components are not commercially available

and must be made in-house, there should be good existing evidence for adoption in life science fields.

Subject
expert electrophysiology

workstation

-0 fluorescence
microscope

laser cutter
thermal
cycler

droplet
everyone generator

micropipette

already present can be purchased can be purchased, must be
in almost all labs from life sciences but not from custom made

suppliers common suppliers

Physical access

Figure 1-2. Coarse accessibility scale. The most accessible instruments are those that are already present

in life sciences labs, and that most scientists know how use. The least accessible are those that must be

custom built by an expert.

Second, a platform is generalizable if it easily extends to new biological problems and settings. We can

abstract an experiment as (i) a set of input samples: e.g. a set of microbes and a set of antibiotics; (ii)

performing some kind of processing: e.g. mixing together each microbe and antibiotic; and finally, (iii)

making a measurement: e.g. measuring the growth rate of the microbe in each condition. To analyze a

platform's generalizability, we can consider both the inputs and the measurement, or assay. "Input scope"

describes a platform's capacity to generalize to new inputs, e.g. a human cell instead of a microbe; or media

conditions rather than antibiotics. "Assay scope" describes the platform's capacity to generalize to new

measurements, or the degree to which new assays need to be altered in order to be compatible with the

platform, e.g. measuring gene expression instead of growth rate. Broad translation of platforms with limited

14
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input or assay scope is difficult because specialists are required to build new solutions whenever

experimental needs exceed the supported inputs or measurements.

As a platform, conventional 96-well plates have very broad input scope, as they accept almost any input

used in molecular and cellular biology. However, many microfluidic platforms have limited input scope,

such as limited support for long term cell cultures due to media evaporation [491, or material incompatibility

with small-molecule compounds and media components [50], [51]. Conventional 96-well plates also have

broad assay scope, as they are the formats for which instruments in the life sciences are standardized (e.g.

microscopes or rt-qPCR). In contrast, microfluidic platforms must either (i) integrate a means of

measurement with the device, or (ii) output samples that can be transferred back to a standard format (the

so called, "world to chip interface problem" [251).

Last, a platform is scalable if it can straightforwardly grow to larger numbers of experiments. This considers

constraints on the number of inputs and throughput, ease of parallelization, and robustness of the platform.

For example, most applications scale easily in 96-well plates. On this platform, there is very low well-well

and plate-plate variability so experiments can be parallelized across many plates. Additionally, the regular

spacing of wells facilitates the parallelization of liquid handling with multi-channel micropipettes. On the

other hand, microfluidic platforms can be difficult to scale for many applications. For example, the high

probability of microfabrication defects can limit the complexity of practically achievable fluidic circuits.

Microchannels also often easily and irreversibly become clogged with debris. Requirements for active

control elements like pneumatic controllers also hinder parallelization.

By improving microfluidic designs along each of these principles, I expect that microfluidic platforms will

successfully achieve broader translation across molecular and cellular biology.

1.3.2 Limitations of droplet microfluidics indicated by these

principles

These design principles illuminate both strengths and areas of improvement of common droplet

microfluidic platforms (Table 1-1). While droplet microfluidics have been demonstrated in many diverse

applications, the best translated systems are notably those that leverage only molecular biology assays, such

as PCR, or cell lysis and nucleic acid capture from cells [47], and only require the single microfluidic-level
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operation of droplet production (Table 1-1 left column). Moreover, commercial instruments (Bio-Rad, loX

Genomics, Dolomite) have made these operations even more accessible to scientists. However, many of

the more complex cell-biology based applications such as screening drugs [52], [53], or measuring

interactions between cells [54], [55] have not seen nearly as much success, with few examples of users

outside of specialized labs. This likely due to limitations described in the right column of Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1. Strengths and limitations of common droplet microfluidic platforms. Starred items are

areas addressed by the technology in this thesis.

Design Strengths Limitations
Principle *Addressed by this thesis

Generalizability Broad scope for molecular biology reagents *Restricted scope of small molecule chemical
- input scope Droplet microfluidic platforms support a wide range reagents

of nucleic acid- and enzyme-based operations used Droplets are not solid compartments and can small
for molecular biology [56] . molecule contents, depending on chemical

Strong support for microbial cell culture properties [56], [59], [601.

Droplet based cell culture has been successfully Restricted scope for eukaryotic systems and long
Dropet ase cel cltue hs ben uccssflly term cultures

demonstrated for many microbial species [57], [58].
Mammalian cells - especially those requiring
adherent culture show limited viability in droplets
[53]. Across any system, nutrient consumption and
waste removal are problems for long term culture
[61].

Generalizability Strong support for nucleic acid-based assays *Optical assays must be high-frequency
- assay scope Owing to strong support of molecular biology High speed, serial stream processing demands that

reagents, nucleic acid-based assays such as qPCR assays be detected optically at -101 s / droplet,
and sample preparation for sequencing also work requiring specialized development of assays [56].
with droplet-based systems. For example, recent For example, time lapse imaging of droplets requires
advances introduced nucleic acid capture on co- serial back-and-forth flow over a sensor [62].
emulsified beads, enabling the later sequencing of
thousands of single cell transcriptomes [47].

Accessibility Accessible means of droplet production *Limited accessibility of advanced operations

Commercial instruments sold by companies like Operations such as droplet contents decoding, or
Bio-Rad and 10X Genomics are becoming widely droplet merging, sorting, and selection can require
available. Oil and surfactant necessary for microfabricated electrodes, optical sensors, and
emulsions are commercially available. instrumentation designed by specialists [52], [53],

Materials are widely accessible [56].

Microfluidic devices can be easily made from Custom fabrication of devices requires expertise

PDMS by soft lithography [13], and designs are Although materials and designs are accessible,
often open-source [63]. many scientists lack expertise for fabrication.

Scalability High throughput processing of droplets *Poor robustness of serial operations

Droplet microfluidic platforms process droplets at Serial designs for processing of droplets are
~0.1-I kHz frequency, scaling to 100,000+ droplets vulnerable to any interruption of the serial stream,
linearly with time of operation [56]. for example, clogging of microfluidic channels with

Nucleic acid assay scope enables scalable debris.

encoding of reagents Optical assay scope limits encoding of reagents

In conventional 96-well plates, reagents are encoded Unlike nucleic acid-based assays, optical assays are
by their well address (e.g. Al, E3). Droplets must restricted by the requirement for high-frequency
also maintain some information encoding their readout and integration with optical sensors. To my
contents. If droplet contents can be decoded by knowledge, no study has demonstrated more than 10
nucleic acid-based assays, the high information codes per fluorescence channel ([52] constructs 8,
density of nucleic acids provides a very large and [53] constructs 8-10).
encoding space (1+ million codes) [47].
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1.4 A microfluidic platform for combinatorial

experiments

A distinguishing feature of biological systems is not just that the components (e.g. biomolecules, cells,

tissues, and organisms) span such a broad range of length scales (Figure 1-1), but that these components

are also assembled in hierarchical sets. Each layer of the hierarchy features its own properties, often

described in terms of a set of the components from the previous layer. For example, we describe a genome

by a set of genes, and each gene is in turn an ordered set of nucleotides. We likewise describe a tissue by a

set of different cell types, including their spatial organization and functional interactions.

Because we study biology by varying the components of these sets, biological experiments are inherently

combinatorial in nature. Combinatorics induce explosive experimental complexity that quickly limits

feasibility, requiring the development of new means of measurement and manipulation. These technologies

have been well developed at biomolecular length scales, but not at larger length scales. For example, at the

length scale of small molecules and biomolecules (Figure 1-1), combinatorics can be efficiently generated

by split-and-pool strategies for diversity-oriented synthesis of small molecules [641 and solid-phase

synthesis of DNA and peptides [65]. Similarly, at the length scale of genes (Figure 1-1), combinations of

genetic material (e.g. genes, CRISPR gRNAs or RNAi) are easily generated in plasmids with clever uses

of standard recombinant DNA assembly methods like CombiGEM [661 and MoClo [67].

At larger length scales (10-6-102 m) ranging prokaryotic cells to microbial communities and eukaryotic

tissues and where microfluidic platforms are a common means of manipulation, few technologies efficiently

address combinatorics. As a result, cell-based combinatorial experiments such combinatorial drug

screening and microbial community assembly are commonly performed in conventional 96-well plate

formats, and are strongly limited by the complex liquid handling needed to assemble combinations,

consumption of large volumes of reagents, and high costs.

This thesis introduces a new droplet microfluidic platform to attack the challenges of these combinatorial

experiments. Our platform (i) produces nanoliter scale droplets from a set of n input reagents; (ii) mixes

random sets of k droplets; and (iii) measures the resulting (n) data points using an optical assay (e.g.

fluorescence microscopy). This design considerably reduces logistical complexity of these experiments

from (n) to roughly n liquid handling steps; and reduces reagent consumption and costs due to its nanoliter
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volumes and high experimental throughput. Moreover, the design of our platform addresses several design

limitations to improve the accessibility, generalizability, and scalability of droplet microfluidic platforms

(Table 1-1, starred items).

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the design of our platform and critically evaluates performance. I discuss

how our design choices specifically manage various challenges in droplet microfluidics (Table 1-1, starred

items), and show that our design make order of magnitude or greater improvements over approaches using

conventional liquid handling in 96-well plates.

Chapters 3 and 4 describe applications of our technology to two separate but related cell-based

combinatorial experiments. In Chapter 3, we use our platform to enable screening of pairwise combinations

of antibiotics and non-antibacterial drugs to overcome intrinsic antibiotic resistance in the model Gram-

negative bacterial pathogen E. coli. This screen demonstrates the scalability and accessibility of our design,

as we process 4+ million droplet-level assays by hand in just 10 days to discover more than 10 combinations

of drugs for further study.

Chapter 4 describes the expansion of our platform to microbial ecology, in which the interactions between

microbes in communities can dictate functions important for both basic science and biotechnology. We use

our platform to analyze both pairwise interactions between microbes, and deconstruct higher-order

interactions in a 4-strain community.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I discuss proof of concept for several technical advancements of our platform to

expand the generalizability and scalability. Additionally, I explain how the bio-inspired concept of "self-

assembly" underlies many of the design advantages our platform, and comment on how this principle might

further impact the field of microfluidics.
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Chapter 2

A microfluidic platform for combinatorial

experiments

This chapter provides an overview of our platform, with applications appearing separately in Chapters 3

and 4. Additionally, as we continued to develop the platform throughout work in this thesis, I divide two

iterations of the platform as "Generation 1" and "Generation 2." Generation 1 was used in Chapter 3,

while Chapter 4 uses Generation 2.

Much of this chapter appears in Kulesa, Kehe, et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,

2018 [68]. However, Generation 2 designs will be published separately with Chapter 4.

This work was in collaboration with Jared Kehe, including the microwell designs, fabrication, and design

of the loading assemblies. Additionally, many of the original concepts behind the microfluidic and

fluorescence encoding approaches were developed in collaboration with David Feldman and Navpreet

Ranu.

2.1 Abstract

Experiments in biology are often combinatorial in nature and require analysis of large multi-dimensional

spaces, but the scales of these experiments are limited by logistical complexity, cost, and reagent

consumption. By miniaturizing experiments across nanoliter-scale emulsions that can be processed at large

scales, droplet microfluidic platforms are poised to attack these challenges. Here we describe a droplet

microfluidic platform for combinatorial experiments that automates the assembly of reagent combinations,

with order-of-magnitude improvements over conventional liquid handling. Moreover, our design is

accessible, requiring only standard lab equipment such as micropipettes, and improves the chemical

compatibility of droplet microfluidic platforms for small molecules.
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2.2 Introduction

Biological systems are made up of many components (e.g. genes, proteins, cells, and organisms), that each

have their own multiple degrees of freedom. Hence, many experiments require the analysis of large,

combinatorial spaces. However, these experiments can be as intractable as they are ubiquitous, and the

systems-level understanding needed to advance biology demands new methods to analyze these

combinatorial spaces. For example, combinations of drugs show promise for many different therapeutic

uses ranging from cancer to viral infections [69]-[73], but the search spaces for new combinations quickly

exceed the capacity of conventional drug discovery methods [74]. To test all pairwise combinations of the

-2000 drugs currently approved by the FDA would require -2 million assays, and to test three way

combinations requires -1.3 billion. Another example is given by efforts to unravel or engineer interactions

between the many microbial species that constitute the microbiomes of soil or the human gut [751-[781 .

Experiments on these systems are limited not only by the cost created by such explosive scales, but also by

the logistical complexity and reagent consumption necessary to explore many combinations. As a result,

the ability to carry out these experiments are limited to highly specialized labs, often with access and the

required expertise to use complex robotic systems. To directly address the difficulties of combinatorial

experiments, a new platform should make order-of-magnitude reductions in logistical complexity (i.e. the

number of liquid handling steps), costs, and reagent consumption.

Droplet microfluidic platforms provide a natural starting place to attack the challenges of combinatorial

experiments. Recent advances in droplet microfluidics have made broad impacts across the life sciences by

allowing common well-plate benchtop processes to be performed in a high speed serial streams of 100,000+

water-in-oil emulsion droplets [56]. By performing operations over a set of droplets, logistical complexity

can be effectively hidden from the user. The sketch of a system to construct pairwise combinations of

reagents illustrates the simplicity: (i) emulsify each reagent; (ii) pool the droplets carrying each reagent;

and (iii) randomly pair and merge droplets in a serial stream in effectively a single operation. The nanoliter-

scale volume of individual droplets also promises to reduce reagent costs. However, reviewing droplet

microfluidic platforms in light of the earlier design principles described in Chapter 1 suggests a number of

other issues with this design sketch that should be addressed to improve this approach (see Section 1.3.1

and Table 1-1).
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In this chapter, we introduce a droplet microfluidic platform for combinatorial experiments that automates

the assembly of reagent combinations, with order-of-magnitude improvements over conventional liquid

handling in 96-well plates. Moreover, our design addresses the considerations of accessibility,

generalizability, and scalability (Chapter 1, Table 1-1 starred items) by requiring only standard lab

equipment such as micropipettes and a fluorescence microscope, improving the chemical compatibility of

droplet microfluidic platforms for small molecules, and processing droplets in parallel rather than in series

to improve robustness. We provide an overview of the methodology, describe how it aligns with these

design principles, and then critically evaluate the technical performance. An operational manual is also

provided at the end of this chapter to guide future experiments (Section 2.6). Taken together, we expect that

this provides a generalizable platform for combinatorial experiments in molecular and cellular biology.
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Figure 2-1. Platform overview. As a proof of concept, we developed our first design for assembly of

pairwise combinations of reagents, termed "Generation 1." (A) Reagent inputs and encoding dyes are

emulsified into nanoliter droplets and subsequently pooled. (B) A microwell array randomly captures

droplets. Once loaded, free surfactant is depleted by washing to limit chemical exchange between droplets.

Low-magnification epifluorescence microscopy decodes the reagent carried by each droplet. Sets of

droplets in each microwell are merged and incubated. A second optical scan reads out an optical assay (e.g.

cell growth inhibition). (C) Photographs of the microwell array during loading. Scale bars are approximate

due to perspective effect. (D) Three-color fluorescence micrograph of droplets in microwell array paired

with a subsequent assay of growth inhibition of E. coli cells, monitored by fluorescence from constitutively
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expressed GFP. Only 50% of droplet inputs contained cells, therefore a fraction of microwells do not show

GFP fluorescence.

2.3.1 Platform overview

Figure 2-1 sketches a simple description of how our platform automatically constructs and assays all

combinations of a set of input reagents, such as cells, media conditions, or compounds (Figure 2-1). We

combine reagents in well plates with encoding dyes, and emulsify a sample from each well into 20,000 1-

nanoliter aqueous droplets in a surrounding fluorocarbon oil and stabilizing surfactant (Figure 2-A). We

use standard micropipettes to pool and load the droplets into a microwell array such that each microwell

captures droplets at random, and then seal the array to the glass bottom using a mechanical clamp (Figure

2-1B). The microwells can be designed to reliably capture a specific number of droplets (k). Figure 2-1B

shows our first proof of concept, "Generation 1," where microwells were designed to capture sets of two

droplets, but we generalize this design to k droplets in Section 2.3.2.

The contents of each droplet are encoded by a ratio of fluorescent dyes, such that we can use a low-

magnification fluorescence microscope to identify the reagent in each droplet (Figure 2-ID) [52], [53]. To

merge the sets of droplets in each microwell, we apply a high voltage, high frequency alternating electric

field to induce droplet fusion [791, and then incubate the array for the time necessary for the assay to take

place. The array can be subsequently imaged to measure an optical signal such as GFP fluorescence of cells

or fluorogenic enzyme activity, and these measurements can be assigned to the set of input reagents carried

by the droplets present in each microwell (Figure 2-1D).

This design enables combinatorial experiments by considerably reducing liquid handling complexity, costs,

and reagent consumption. Only the droplets must be produced (-3n steps, see Section 2.6.10) to

automatically construct (n) combinations, reducing liquid handling complexity. To reduce baseline

materials costs, microwells can be packed at -1000-fold higher densities than conventional 96-well plates.

Last, the minute volumes required also reduce reagent consumption.

Moreover, the microwell-based design improves upon many of the limitations of current droplet

microfluidic platforms along the specific design principles described earlier (Table 2-1). In the following

sections, we will develop each point and quantitatively evaluate performance.
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Table 2-1. Outline of results sections and corresponding design principles.

26

Results section Impact Design
principle

2.3.2 Microwells assemble Improved accessibility of merging operation Accessibility
reagent combinations in parallel
and without active microfluidic Our microwell design is operated by conventional micropipettes
components usig only passive microfluidic components.

Improved robustness from parallelization rather than Scalability
serialization

The parallel nature of the droplet processing by passive microwells is
robust to errors that would normally disrupt serial processing.
Fabrication defects and debris have only a local impact on the large
array.

2.3.3 Microwells allow decoding Improved accessibility of droplet decoding method Accessibility
of droplet contents prior to Our simple fluorescence encoding strategy uses only low
merging by low-magnification magnification (2X or 4X) fluorescence microscopy available to mostmicroscopy labs. This stems from the fact that droplets can be decoded prior to

merging and remain in fixed positions. In common droplet
microfluidic platforms, the set of droplets merged to would need to
be decoded from the merged droplet [52], a much harder encoding
challenge.

2.3.4 Microwells extend Extended input scope of small molecule chemical reagents Generalizability
compatibility for small molecules Our microwell design limits the exchange of droplet contents, an -inputscope

by limiting chemical cross- issue which has restricted the chemical combability of droplet
contamination between droplets microfluidics for small molecules (such as in drug screening
after loading applications) [56], [59], [60]. The extent of compound exchange is

limited by loading droplets rapidly into solid microwell
compartments, and by depleting the free surfactant that mediates
exchange [59], [80]. As a result, the opportunity for exchange is
restricted to the much shorter pooling and loading phases. This
extends the chemical compatibility of our platform to a broader range
of small molecules.
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Figure 2-2. A simple design rule for assembling combinations of droplets. (A) As a proof of concept

for assembling pairwise combinations, "Generation 1" microwells were designed with two overlapping

circles. (B) Generation I microwell array chips had 43,000 microwells on a 6.2 cm x 7.2 cm chip area. (C)

Generation 2 designs derive k-wise merging microwell designs from a hexagonal lattice of droplets (D)

Internal posts position droplets to achieve high efficiency loading. (E) The number of microwells on a 6.2

cm x 7.2 cm chip area for Generation 2 chips and different values of k. As microwells for larger values of

k haver larger footprints, lower microwell densities are achieved.
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Figure 2-3. Microwell loading and merging performance. (A) To test each microwell design, we

constructed a microwell array chip composed of columns of microwells designed for k = 1, 2, ... ,7, and 19

droplets. The columns within the chip show the number of microwells corresponding to each value of k.

(B) For each microwell size, the percentage of microwells that were loaded with the desired number of

droplets is shown for each replicate chip (colored dots, with legend shown at right). To determine the effect

of internal post features on loading performance, chips containing microwells without posts were also

loaded (gray dots). (C) The percentage of correctly loaded microwells that showed complete merging of

droplets. Merging was not measured for k=1 microwells (by definition) and k=19 microwells due to

limitations of data analysis methods (see Section 2.6.8). Chip 4 was also not merged due to an experimental

error.

2.3.2 Microwells assemble reagent combinations in parallel and

without active microfluidic components

Microwells provide a simple, passive mechanism for assembling reagent combinations by merging of

random sets of droplets, as the buoyancy of the aqueous droplets in the denser fluorous oil continuous phase

automatically assorts the droplets into microwells [81], [82]. This design addresses accessibility and

scalability. First, the user only pools and injects the droplets underneath the microwell array using a standard

micropipette, and no active fluidics are required (e.g. syringe pumps and pneumatically actuated valves).

Additionally, the parallel nature of the microwells makes it robust to any debris or microfabrication defects

that commonly afflict microfluidic platforms.

As a proof of concept, we designed our "Generation 1" devices to construct pairwise combinations of the

input droplets (Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2A). In "Generation 2," we made subsequent improvements to (i)
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generalize microwell designs to k-wise merging; and (ii) improve loading efficiency through size selection

of droplets.

We hypothesized a design scheme could be generalized to load and merge any number of droplets using

iteratively larger microwell shapes ( Figure 2-2C). The observation that two-dimensional arrays of droplets

can be packed in the hexagonal lattice sphere-packing configuration suggested that microwell designs to

load k droplets could be derived from the convex hull of k circles. However, we found that droplets did not

naturally self-organize to optimally fill the microwell, and many microwells did not receive the expected

number of droplets. We hypothesized that the placement of triangular posts at the voids in the lattice would

improve loading performance ( Figure 2-2D).

Additionally, to achieve precise loading of larger wells it became critical to filter out smaller droplets.

Though droplets are fairly uniform in size, the process of pooling and injecting the droplets can shear

droplets into smaller volumes. Naturally, these smaller droplets can over-load microwells. To remove these

droplets, we placed a line of narrow trenches at the inlet of the microwell array. Droplets in the expected

size range are too large and pass over the trenches, but small droplets are trapped.

To test our design strategy, we created arrays comprised of microwells designed for 1, 2, ... , 7 droplets

(Figure 2-3A). As a more stringent test of the generalizability, we also included microwells designed to

receive 19 droplets. We found that most microwell designs robustly achieved 90+% loading efficiency,

defined as the fraction of microwells that received the desired number of droplets (Figure 2-3B). As

expected, the performance of microwells without interior posts also steadily declined with increasing size.

To measure merging performance, after loading we exposed each chip to the high voltage, high frequency

alternating electric field to induce electro-coalescence of the set of droplets in each microwell. We found

that for 2/3 chips tested, >90% of microwells showed complete merging for most values of k (Figure 2-3C).
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Figure 2-4. Fluorescence encoding performance. (A) Fluorescence codes are constructed from varying

discretized signal levels of each dye, such that the code has the same total dye signal (and concentration,

typically 1 pM). (B) Droplets are decoded by sequential imaging of fluorescence channels corresponding

to each encoding dye. Scale bars represent 150 gm. (C) To measure performance, we created droplets with

a set of 60 codes from 3 colors and 10 signal levels (see Table 2-2). The set of 60 was divided into four sets

of 15, split across four chips (k=2). We determined that droplets were incorrectly decoded if they were

assigned to a code that was not represented on the chip. (D) The three-color fluorescence values of each

droplet (n = 164,024 across 82,012 wells) are shown as a two-dimensional projection. Each point is plotted

at 1% opacity. (E) For each droplet, quality can be scored by computing the distance of the fluorescence

values to the centroid of its assigned cluster, and comparing to the distance to the centroid of second nearest

cluster. A histogram shows the fraction of total droplets that were identified as incorrectly decoded as

function of this score. (F) Removing droplets above a score threshold can improve the fraction of correctly

decoded droplets (thin gray line). Microwells containing at least one droplet above the score threshold can

also be removed (thick gray line). Using the same projection as part D, insets show removed droplets

beyond the score threshold (red) compared to passing droplets (gray).
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Table 2-2. Number of fluorescence codes possible. *The set used in Figure 2-4C, D. **Possible strategies

for a full set of codes for a 96-well plate. ***A possible strategy for a full set of codes for a 384-well plate.

Number of discernible signal levels

10 11 12 13 ... 27

Number 3 66* 78 91 105** 406
of dyes -

4 286** 364 455*** 560 4,060

2.3.3 Microwells allow decoding of droplet contents prior to merging

by low-magnification microscopy

In conventional 96-well plates, reagents are encoded by their well address (e.g. Al, E3). Droplets must

encode this information using different strategies, such as the concentration of a fluorescent dye that can be

read by an optical sensor [52], [53]. In common droplet microfluidic platforms, the need to decode droplet

contents in a serial stream presents formidable challenges to the accessibility. First, optical sensors must

be integrated with fluidic devices requiring custom instrumentation [56]. Second, since droplets cannot be

tracked between the point of decoding and a later assay, decoding droplet contents and conducting an

experimental measurement must take place at the same point. This is especially challenging in a

combinatorial experiment because the experimental measurement is conducted on a merged droplet, so the

encoding scheme must not lose information upon merging (e.g. if pre-merged droplets are encoded with

different levels of a single fluorescent dye, merging can lose information because levels will be averaged).

Microwells resolve these challenges to enable a simple optical encoding strategy with high accessibility.

Microwells hold droplets in fixed positions such that they can be imaged with widely available fluorescence

microscopes. Additionally, the contents of droplets within each microwell can be decoded prior to merging.

Ahead of making droplets, each input is mixed with a unique ratio of fluorescent encoding dyes (Alexa

Fluor 555, 594, 647, Thermo-Fisher Scientific) standardized to the same total dye concentration (typically

I gM) (Figure 2-A, Figure 2-4A). These fluorescence dye ratios can then be detected and assigned to each

droplet with a low-magnification fluorescence scan before the droplets are merged (Figure 2-4B). Each

microwell can then be matched with the later imaged optical assay (e.g. growth of cells reported by

constitutive GFP expression) according to each microwell's position in the array (Figure 2-1D). Typically,
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three encoding dyes are used, however this method can generalize to the number of distinguishable

fluorescence channels available (Table 2-2). By standardizing total dye concentrations to the same

concentration (e.g. 1 RM), the encoding is robust to systematic differences in fluorescence signal between

droplets, for example non-uniform illumination across the microscope's field of view.

To measure the performance of this method, we measured decoding performance of droplets carrying codes

composed of three fluorescent dyes (Figure 2-4C). By dividing each dye into 10 signal levels, we could

construct up to 66 codes (see Section 2.6.3). We produced droplets carrying 60 different codes, divided into

four sets of 15 and split across different four chips featuring k=2 microwells (Figure 2-4C). Imaging each

chip yielded a fluorescence signal from each droplet as a point in 3-dimensional space (Figure 2-4D shows

a 2-dimensional projection). Droplets were determined to be incorrectly decoded if they were nearest to a

cluster of points that represented a code that was absent on a given chip. Since incorrect decoding can only

be detected by comparing the 15 codes present on a given chip to the 45 present on the others, we estimated

the decoding inaccuracy rate as 4/3 the number of incorrectly decoded droplets found. Overall, using this

method we found that <5% of droplets are incorrectly decoded (Figure 2-4F).

To improve the performance, each droplet can be assigned a "quality score" by comparing the distance of

its fluorescence values to the centroids of the nearest and 2 nd nearest clusters. Removing droplets exceeding

a score threshold improved decoding performance to >99% accuracy (Figure 2-4F). In most applications,

we expect this will not be necessary since we can compute a median of signal levels across replicate

microwells containing the same set of droplets, which is stable to outliers caused my misclassification.

However, applications where the signal from every microwell are used may benefit from applying a quality

score threshold.

The 66 dye ratio codes given by the encoding scheme in Figure 2-4D were sufficient for applications

described throughout the rest of this thesis. Due to combinatorial scaling, most experiments are more limited

by the number of microwells on a chip rather than the total number of inputs (see Figure 2-7). Only inputs

to the same chip require unique encodings, and the number of unique codes is rarely limiting. For example,

in Chapter 3, pairwise combinations of drugs from two libraries are screened by dividing one library into

156 batches run across individual chips.

For other applications where larger numbers of codes may be required, we expect this encoding scheme

can scale to 96 or 384 inputs on a unique chip (Table 2-2; see Section 2.6.3 for derivation). We expect that

three dyes can be used to create enough codes for a 96-well plate input by using 13 dye signal levels,
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bringing clusters ~23% closer in Figure 2-4D. However, enough codes for a 384-well plate input would

require 27 signal levels for three encoding dyes. In this case, it would be a better choice to use a fourth

encoding dye to generate enough codes from 12 dye signal levels, yielding 455 total codes (clusters would

be ~-17% closer in Figure 2-4D).
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Figure 2-5. Compound exchange between droplets in microwells. (A) To model cross-contamination,

we tracked the exchange of the fluorescent dye resorufin (carried by "source droplets") to empty droplets

("sink droplets", encoded by fluorescein). (B, C, D) Exchange is measured over time by the fraction of

fluorescence measured in source droplets (red lines) and sink droplets (gray lines) as a function of surfactant

wash concentration (0%, 0.5% and 2% w/w). The effect of compartmentalization is measured by comparing

the rates of dye accumulation in sink droplets when co-compartmentalized in microwells with source

droplets (dotted lines) or other sink droplets (solid lines). Exchange that occurred during the pooling phase

was measured by the fraction of fluorescence in sink droplets at the first timepoint.
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Figure 2-6. Compound exchange between droplets during pooling phase. (A) During the pooling phase,

droplets are mixed in a bulk emulsion, modeled by a 3-dimensional hexagonal lattice of droplets. (B) We

used k=2 microwells to model transport between neighboring droplets in the bulk emulsion (using the same

dataset as Figure 2-5). We tracked the accumulation of dye in the sink droplets (gray dashed) and the loss

of dye from the source droplets (red dashed) in 2% w/w surfactant (as is present during pooling; same data

as Figure 2-5B). Previous studies established that the kinetics of exchange follow a single exponential at

early timepoints, and a power law at later timepoints [59]. An exponential fit of the data is shown as a solid

blue curve. (C) To predict transport in a bulk emulsion setting, we linearly extrapolated the fit kinetic

constant in part B by the increase in interfacial area of up to 12 neighboring droplets. We compared these

predictions to observed quantities in Figure 2-5D. In the experiment described in Figure 2-5, source and

sink droplets were pooled in a 1:1 ratio for 5 minutes, and loaded into microwells for 5 minutes. At the first

timepoint, the fraction of resorufin dye in the sink droplets in sink-only wells (0% w/w surfactant) was

measured as 0.096 (Figure 2-5D), shown as a black dotted line. For comparison, the predicted exchange

from our model over the 5 minute timescale is highlighted (gray).

2.3.4 Microwells extend compatibility for small molecules by

limiting chemical cross-contamination between droplets after

loading

A challenge in droplet microfluidics that has limited many applications such as cell-based compound

screening is the exchange of compounds between droplets on assay-relevant timescales (1-100 hours) [561,

[591, [60]. Compound exchange is mediated by the dynamic equilibrium of surfactant molecules between

the aqueous-oil interface and reverse-micelles in the oil phase. Compounds partition into surfactant reverse-

micelles that then diffuse through the oil phase and re-fuse with new droplets [59], [80]. Naturally, this
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phenomenon has limited the input scope of droplet microfluidic platforms to compounds with minimal

partitioning into surfactant reverse-micelles, typically hydrophilic or high-molecular-weight compounds

[56], [59], [80].

Though it cannot be entirely eliminated, the microwell array design limits this phenomenon and improves

the support for small molecules, enabling new applications such as cell-based drug screening (described in

Chapter 3). In our workflow, transport of compounds can occur between droplets during the pooling of

droplets (5 minutes), and between microwells after droplets are loaded (1-50 hours). The microwell array

restricts exchange during this longer phase by (i) depleting free surfactant by an oil wash, and (ii) limiting

reverse-micelle diffusion between microwells by mechanically sealing the microwell array to a substrate.

Estimation of compound exchange between microwells

To model compound exchange, we monitored the transport of the fluorescent dye resorufin (a reference

compound commonly used to assess chemical cross-contamination [59], [60], [80]) from "source" droplets

to "sink" droplets (encoded by fluorescein, a slow-exchanging dye) (Figure 2-5A). Exchange between

droplets in microwells can be monitored directly via imaging the microwell array over time. We found that

compartmentalization alone (without depletion of free surfactant) limited resorufin transport compared to

exchange between pairs of droplets in the same microwell (Figure 2-5B). Depleting free surfactant by

washing the loaded microwell array prior to sealing further decreased exchange to levels below our

detection limit (Figure 2-5C, D).

Estimation of compound exchange during droplet pooling

The pooling phase just prior to loading still presents an opportunity for compounds to exchange between

droplets. We predict that for compounds of similar hydrophobicity to our reference compound, resorufin,

this can be limited to <10%.

During droplet pooling, droplets are dispersed in a three-dimensional bulk emulsion of packed spheres. We

model the bulk emulsion of pooled droplets by (i) measuring the exchange rate between a single pair of

neighboring droplets using the microwell array; (ii) extrapolating these measurements to a bulk emulsion

with multiple neighboring droplets; and (iii) comparing our model's predictions to observed quantities.

We measured the kinetics of resorufin exchange between neighboring droplets in microwells containing

one source and one sink droplet (Figure 2-5A, Figure 2-6A). Previous studies have shown that the kinetics

follows a single exponential at early times, and a power law at later times [59]. We therefore modeled
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exchange at timepoints up to 2 hours by a single-exponential (Figure 2-6B), from which we could fit a

kinetic constant (see Section 2.6.9).

Since each neighboring droplet in the bulk emulsion can participate in compound exchange, the rate could

be increased relative to the estimate from microwells containing only two droplets (Figure 2-6C). For

example, a droplet carrying Compound A may neighbor two droplets carrying Compound B. Therefore, we

linearly extrapolated the fit kinetic constants in measured in Figure 2-6B by the increase in the interfacial

area based on the number of neighboring droplets carrying a given compound (Figure 2-6C) (see Section

2.6.9).

As an experimental test of our prediction, we estimated the exchange between source and sink droplets

during pooling in the experiment described in Figure 2-5. Since we do not detect any increase in resorufin

in microwells containing only sink droplets (Figure 2-5D), the fraction of fluorescence detected at the first

timepoint (.096) must have occurred during the pooling step. Source and sink droplets were pooled in a 1:1

ratio, so we expect that during pooling, for a given sink droplet, an average of 50% of the ~12 neighboring

droplets in the three-dimensional bulk emulsion are source droplets (with the distribution as binomial). This

measurement (0.096) is in good agreement with our predictions of exchange rate for four neighboring

source droplets over the duration of the pooling step (Figure 2-6C).

While in this experiment source and sink droplets were pooled in a 1:1 ratio, most applications will pool

equal volumes of droplets over a large set of distinct inputs (e.g. 64), so the fraction of droplets carrying a

specific compound is expected to be much smaller. In these circumstances, it is rare that a given droplet

will neighbor more than one droplet carrying the same compound, so kinetics for gain of a single

contaminant compound are described by one neighbor, but the kinetics for loss of a compound are described

by multiple neighbors (Figure 2-6C).

Generalizing resorufin measurements to other compounds and experimental settings

In these experiments we used resorufin dye as a convenient model, however applying these measurements

to other compounds and settings requires two considerations. First, exchange kinetics depend on compound

properties, specifically those that affect the relative affinity of a given compound for reverse-micelles [561,

1591, [801. Empirically, we see that more hydrophobic compounds exchange faster (fluorescein exchanges

more slowly, and rhodamine more quickly than resorufin) and that LogD (log10 of the octanol-buffer

partition coefficient) is a useful predictor of exchange rate. The cLogD value (a prediction of

hydrophobicity at pH 7.4, computed by Accelrys Pipeline Pilot) of resorufin is 1.586, which is of middling
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hydrophobicity compared with drug-like compounds. We expect that compounds that are much more

hydrophobic than resorufin will likely be diluted across many other droplets below active concentrations

during the pooling phase.

Second, gain of a contaminating compound (i.e. a false positive) is likely more limited than loss of a

compound (i.e. a false negative) according to the predictions in Figure 2-6C. Different applications may

value these differently. For example, a drug screen may only value the validation rate, which is influenced

by the false positive rate (gain of a contaminant compound), but not the false negative rate or sensitivity

(loss of a compound). However low sensitivity should be expected for more hydrophobic compounds.

Taken together, these results suggested that our microwell design could indeed enable drug screening

applications with limited false positive rates from compound exchange, which we pursue in Chapter 3.
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2.4 Discussion
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reductions in liquid handling steps, imaging time, materials cost, and reagent consumption. Details on

modeling and assumptions are provided in Section 2.6.10 with example calculations in Table 2-3 and Table

2-4.

2.4.1 Our design improves factors limiting combinatorial

experiments by an order of magnitude

In this chapter, we introduced a new platform for combinatorial experiments with the goal of making order

of magnitude reductions in liquid handling complexity, costs, and reagent use. We gave an overview of the

design and explained how the principles behind each component improve on some limitations of droplet

microfluidic platforms.

To evaluate whether this design indeed achieves the goals of improving the factors limiting combinatorial

experiments, we can consider hypothetical, abstracted experiments and compare the performance of our

platform to conventional liquid handling in 96-well plates. These experiments have three parameters: (i)

the number of input reagents, n; (ii) the subset size k; and (iii) the replication level (Figure 2-7A). In each

case, the goal of the experiment is to assemble all (n) combinations at the desired replication level. We

examine three replication levels (5, 10, and 20), as different applications can tolerate different levels of

assay noise (for example, see Chapter 3 Figure 3-lE). For comparison to conventional methods, we consider

constructing all combinations in 96-well plates by conventional liquid handling, in duplicate. To examine

the scaling relationships, we will assume three microwell array sizes: (i) the "standard" size (50 cm2 , used

throughout this thesis); (ii) a 96-well plate footprint (100 cm2 ); and (iii) a hypothetical "square foot" array

(1000 cm2 ). The 96-well plate footprint is a realistic design goal that would maintain interoperability with

current laboratory instruments and robotics standardized to this format. The square foot array could be

considered as 10 96-well plate footprint arrays run in parallel, or an eventual design target for a custom

instrument. For each microwell array size and value of k, Figure 2-7A shows the maximum number of

inputs n such that (n) combinations can be constructed at each replication level (see Sections 2.6.2 and

2.6.10 for derivations).

Figure 2-7B shows the fold reduction in liquid handling steps, costs, and reagent consumption in each of

the experimental scenarios. In all cases, liquid handling steps are reduced by at least an order of magnitude,
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peaking at 100-fold reductions for the standard size array and even larger reductions for larger arrays. To

compare costs, we break down contributing factors by category (liquid handling, imaging time, materials

cost, and reagent consumption), as any factor could dominate for a given application. Across most factors,

a >10-fold reduction can be achieved, but the material costs reduction is bounded by droplet production

costs (fluorous oil, fluorosurfactant, and plastic consumables, e.g. Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges which

currently cost $1/input). In applications where these costs dominate, they might be managed by splitting

droplet volumes across multiple microwell array chips. These costs could also continue to fall with

economies of scale as droplet platforms gain popularity across the life sciences. Lastly, reagent

consumption is greatly reduced in all cases, which may be of tremendous value for applications that require

high-value chemicals such as rare natural products.

2.4.2 Limitations

Scalability

The overall scale of experiments on a single chip (Figure 2-7A) is limited by the maximum array size,

imposed by fabrication limits as well as the total scan area available on a conventional microscope stage.

Experiments that are larger than those described in Figure 2-7A must therefore be divided across multiple

chips (as done in Chapter 3; see Section 2.6.10 for more discussion). A modest increase (~10-fold) could

be achieved by increasing the microwell density in the array, and perhaps by making droplets smaller, but

the volume of droplets likely cannot be significantly reduced below 1 nL in applications that involve cell

culture due to density limits. Ultimately, these limits might be circumvented by fabricating microwells into

a reeled, contiguous film that can be continuously unspooled and passed over an optical sensor.

Additionally, while the parallel processing of droplets increases accessibility and robustness relative to a

serial processing approaches, it moderately sacrifices throughput. For the droplet sizes used here, serial

droplet microfluidic devices have been reported merging and sorting of droplets at rates up to 200 droplets

/ s [52], [83]. At current microwell densities, our platform could achieve the same throughput at 0.17 cm2 /

s imaging rate, which is about five-fold faster than we currently achieve in practice. Faster imaging could

be easily achieved with higher concentrations of encoding dye to reduce camera exposure times, higher

microwell densities, faster microscope stage movement speeds.
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The design choice to randomly construct combinations introduces another limitation because some

combinations between the inputs might be undesired. For example, in constructing pairwise combinations

of a library of drugs across a library of cell lines, the microwell array will also construct combinations of

(i) two drugs with no cells, and (ii) two cells with no drugs. While this results in only a 50% inefficiency

for pairwise combinations, in a 3-wise combinatorial screen, only 22% of combinations will have an

element of each library. One strategy for overcoming this limitation is to make differently sized droplets

that can be captured sequentially. Preliminary data for this approach is presented in Chapter 5 (see Section

5.2.1).

Generalizability

While sealing the microwell array after loading improved compatibility for small molecules, one also loses

access to the droplets. This limits the assay scope to optical assays. The ability to retrieve droplets from the

array for further analysis, would allow DNA, mRNA, protein-based assays that cannot be currently

performed optically. To selectively capture droplets from the array, the array could be sealed with a

pierceable plastic adhesive rather than glass. This adhesive could be later punctured with a microneedle,

aided by a micro-manipulator for accuracy. (Cheri Ackerman suggested this approach and she is currently

developing it). This strategy would only support targeted selection of droplets, but maintaining access to all

droplets could also useful for a number of applications. For example, later addition of assay reagents such

as staining is not currently supported. Feeding and removal of waste products from droplets could also help

support longer term cell culture.

2.5 Conclusion

Here we introduced a platform for combinatorial experiments using droplet microfluidics. Our approach

makes order-of-magnitude reductions to the liquid handling complexity, cost, and reagent consumption that

currently limit these experiments. Our design also improves the accessibility, generalizability, and

scalability of droplet microfluidic platforms.
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2.6 Methods and operational guide

This section describes the methods used for experiments in this chapter, and provides a detailed operational

guide for our platform.
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Figure 2-8. Microwell array design. (A) Triangular posts were arrayed such that each hexagonal

arrangement enclosed a space optimized for a single droplet. The diameter of the enclosed space used in all

designs was set to 148.2 ptm, which was optimized for 135-pm diameter droplets. (B) Convex hulls were

drawn to encircle internal posts to achieve the desired k. (C) The microwell designs were arrayed with -50

pm inter-microwell spacing. (D) The arrays were fabricated onto PDMS chips with dimensions compatible

with our loading apparatus.

2.6.1 Microwell design and fabrication

Generation 1 microwell array designs were a proof of concept and are provided reference, however all

future designs should use Generation 2.

Generation 1

Each microwell consists of two circular geometries (diameter = 148.6 pm) set at 10% overlap by diameter.

We arrayed microwells in a hexagonal lattice with 50 pm inter-microwell spacing, across the interior of the

6.2 x 7.2 cm microwell array chip area. This resulted in 43,000 microwells ( Figure 2-2B). Generation 1

microwell arrays typically achieved about 60% loading and merging efficiency (data not shown), compared

to 90+% efficiency of Generation 2 designs (Figure 2-3).

Generation 2

All microwell array chips consisted of the following design features:
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1. An array of microwells of one or more values of k, where k denotes the number of droplets each

microwell was designed to receive.

2. Internal posts within these microwells designed to (i) control the number of droplets entering a

microwell; (ii) inhibit the entry of large droplets; and (iii) prevent exit of droplets once they have

entered.

3. At the top of the array, a loading slot in which droplets were injected by micropipette.

4. Just below the loading slot, a series of "moat" channels designed to trap droplets below a given size

threshold (here, 90 ptm). The joint effect of these moats and posts within microwells creates a

"band-pass" filter on droplet size.

Microwell designs to capture k droplets were inductively generated. Designs began with a hexagonal array

of triangles positioned at the void spaces in a hexagonal sphere-packing of droplets. We then drew a

microwell boundary to enclose a subset of posts in accordance with the desired k. The size of droplets can

vary based on the viscosity of the aqueous phase and surfactant concentration, so droplet diameters were

measured by microscopy to determine the sphere-packing and optimal inter-triangle spacing.

We arrayed the microwells at 50-pm inter-microwell spacing within the chip boundaries (6.2 cm x 7.2 cm).

Figure 2-2E shows the number of microwells in the array for each value of k. The number of microwells

declines with k as the footprint of each microwell increased.

To filter small droplets prior to loading, an array of >15 "moats" was added to the top of each chip.

Empirically, we found that the 90 pm-wide moats were optimal.

Fabrication

For both Generation 1 and Generation 2, we designed all chips in AutoCAD (Autodesk) and created mylar

photomasks (Fineline Imaging). From these masks, we fabricated our designs to 100-120 [tm feature height

using photolithography on silicon wafers (Microchem SU8-2050). We embedded these wafers into custom

molds to create PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 182 or 184) chips (by soft lithography), of consistent

thickness (0.635 cm) and droplet-loading slot location and size. Chips were then coated with 1.5 pm

parylene C by vapor deposition (Paratronix) to inhibit water loss from assay droplets, inhibit compound

uptake, and stiffen the chip to prevent interior collapse during droplet loading [491.
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2.6.2 Expected levels of microwell-level replication of combinations

As combinations are randomly assembled in microwells, experimental designs should consider the total

number of microwells expected to contain a given combination of the input reagents. If too many inputs are

loaded onto a microwell array chip, some fraction of combinations may not even be observed at all.

Most experiments only consider combinations where each droplet is distinct (e.g. [A, B, C], and not [A, A,

C]), therefore we will focus the discussion on this calculation.

To calculate the expected number of microwells that will contain a given combination, we model N total

microwells as capturing randomly drawn subsets of k droplets from a set of n droplet types, with

replacement. First, consider that the probability of a given microwell capturing any ordered subset of k

droplets is -!. Then consider the total number of ways to order the subset of interest. Subsets composed of
nk

k unique droplets have k! orderings. Therefore, the probability of capturing a distinct subset is , and the

expected number of microwells for a given unique combination is N -k. As examples, Table 2-3 shows the

number of inputs (n) such that N k! is at least 10 for a total array area of 50 cm 2 and different values of k,

with more generalized results Figure 2-7A.

The distribution of microwells containing a given combination should follow a Poisson distribution with

mean k = N k-, assuming that the droplets are equally loaded and well-mixed. This fact may be useful for

limiting the expected fraction of distinct droplet combinations that are replicated across microwells less

than a threshold number of times.

2.6.3 Fluorescence encoding

To encode reagents in droplets, we use distinct ratios of three fluorescent dyes (Alexa Fluor series, Thermo

Fisher Scientific). All ratios were generated to have the same final total dye concentration of 1 jiM, with

concentration of each component dye varied. The dyes used here are Alexa Fluor 555, 594, and 647,

however we expect that the performance should not depend on the exact dyes chosen as long as they are

distinguishable given the filter sets available on a user's fluorescence microscope.
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We prepared stock codes at 10-50X concentration in 96-well plates in water. At the point of each experiment

just before making droplets, we selected the codes to use and mix them with reagents to 1 pM final

concentration.

Derivation of codes and total encoding complexity

The number of codes that can be generated, or encoding complexity, can be derived given the number of

discrete signal levels S and number of dyes d. All codes have the same total signal S, composed of a given

number of discrete "slots" assigned to each dye such that the total number of slots is set to S. The approach

to calculating the number of codes generated by this scheme is commonly known as "stars and bars

combinatorics", and is equal to (S+d-1). Table 2-2 shows the number of codes for given numbers of S and

d. Codes used throughout this thesis are from the set of S=10 and d=3, which yields 66 total codes.

2.6.4 Droplet production

To produce droplets, 20 [tL of each input-dye mixture were transferred via multichannel micropipette to

Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges to produce 20,000 1-nL droplets (continuous phase: fluorocarbon oil 3M Novec

7500 with 0.5-2% w/w RAN Biotech 008 FluoroSurfactant) using the Bio-Rad QX200 instrument (3 min /

cartridge of 8 each) or a custom aluminum pressure manifold (1.5 min / 6 cartridges of 8 each). This process

requires less than 30 minutes to emulsify all wells in a 96-well plate.
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Figure 2-9. Microwell array chip loading. (A) To load droplets into microwells, we invert the chip and

flow droplets underneath such that their buoyancy in the fluorous oil drives them into microwells. (B) To

suspend the microwell array chip, in Generation 1, we used two removable plastic spacers. (C) Generation

2 simplified this design by magnetically levitating the microwell array chip. Opposite-facing magnets were

embedded in the top and bottom pieces of the acrylic housing to levitate the top piece to which the microwell

array chip adheres. Machine screws are then used to set the top piece at the desired height for loading, or

afterwards, to clamp the chip to the glass substrate and seal the array. (D) A photograph depicts the

Generation 2 microwell array assembly. The scale bar represents approximately 4 cm.

2.6.5 Microwell array chip setup and loading

Microwell array chips are loaded in three steps:

1. We pool the droplets carrying the different inputs

2. To load the microwells, we flow the droplets underneath the inverted microwell array

3. We wash and clamp the microwell array to the glass substrate

Just before loading a chip, a fraction (e.g. 4 [tL) of each set of droplets was pooled by multichannel

micropipette into a single well or microcentrifuge tube (5 min) (to total aqueous volume 200 [tL, or

~200,000 droplets, per chip).

To load, we invert the chip and use the buoyancy of the droplets in the surrounding fluorous oil to drive the

droplets into microwells (Figure 2-9A). We constructed a loading apparatus consisting of a top and bottom

acrylic piece that aid to suspend the microwell array above a glass substrate during loading, and after, clamp

the microwell array to the glass to seal the chip. The glass substrate piece is custom-cut from large glass
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slides (Brain Research Laboratories; 1.2 mm thickness) and made hydrophobic via pretreatment with

Aquapel (a fluoro-silane).

In Generation 1 (Figure 2-9B), we suspended the microwell array chip over the glass using plastic spacers

(height = 250 lim). The chip was held in place within the assembly via its spontaneous adhesion to the top

acrylic piece; the two halves of the assembly were held in place via neodymium magnets. After loading

was complete, we then removed the plastic spacers and fastened the clamp using machine screws.

In Generation 2 (Figure 2-9C), we instead relied on magnetic levitation of the microwell array chip. Both

acrylic pieces contained four neodymium magnets oriented such that the two acrylic pieces repelled. The

We then adhered the non-parylene-coated top side of the microwell array chip to the top piece of the acrylic

by pressing the PDMS against acrylic to form a vacuum. The the top piece was lowered toward the bottom

piece via tightening the wingnuts to counteract the magnetic repulsion until the desired flow space between

the glass and microwell array chip was attained (~500-700 pm). In this setup, after loading was complete,

we clamped the chip to the glass simply by tightening the wingnuts.

In both generations, to load the chip, we first filled the gap between the chip and the glass using 0% w/w

surfactant oil. The pooled droplets were then injected into the loading port using a micropipette, with

draining oil recycled to sweep excess droplets away (5 mins). After loading was complete, the chip was

washed with oil (0% w/w surfactant) to deplete residual surfactant, and clamped according to the methods

described above. All operations are performed with a standard P200 or P1000 micropipette.

2.6.6 Microscopy, image analysis, and fluorescence decoding

All fluorescence microscopy was performed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope with

fluorescence excitation by a Lumencor Sola light emitting diode illuminator (100% power setting). Images

were taken across four fluorescence channels for GFP (Semrock GFP-1828A) and the three encoding dyes,

Alexa Fluor 555 (Semrock SpGold-B), 594 (Semrock 3FF03-575/25-25 + FFO1-615/24-25), 647 (Semrock

LF635-B). Images were collected by a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 CMOS camera (exposure times range

50ms - 500ms) at 6.5 ltm/pixel resolution achieved by 2X-4X optical magnification. The exposure timing

was dictated by the magnification and pixel binning. The total scanning time for 2X and 4X magnification

were 12 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively.

We developed an image analysis pipeline to:
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1. Identify droplets as circular objects within the image

2. Decode the contents of each droplet based on the fluorescence code

3. Assign each droplet to a microwell

To detect each droplet in the image, we average all fluorescence channels and apply a circular Hough

transform (scikit-image) to detect circular objects with a diameter of 100-140 lim.

To decode each droplet's fluorescence code, we measure the average fluorescence intensity of each dye (a

3-dimensional vector for each droplet). These vectors are then projected onto a two-dimensional plane,

eliminating systematic effects from differences in illumination (Figure 2-4D). The DBSCAN algorithm

(scikit-learn) identifies the clusters of droplets corresponding to each input condition. Optionally, a user

can correct clustering errors, such as cluster collisions caused by optical activity of reagents in the input

library. A quality score for each droplet can be computed based on the distance to the assigned cluster

centroid (Figure 2-4E, F). The Hungarian algorithm (scikit-learn) then maps each cluster to the pre-

determined centroids of each dye mixture. Pre-determined centroids can typically be set by a priori ratios

of dyes. Alternately, to account for dye shifts caused by optical activity of reagents, each input-dye mixture

can be imaged prior to emulsification to predict effects on the fluorescence of the resultant droplets and

establish an alternative centroid for affected dye mixtures.

Once identified and decoded, we use two strategies to assign droplets to microwells in the array. Generation

1 chips only consist of k=2 microwells. We infer that a pair of droplets shared a microwell if the distance

between their centroids along the vertical microwell axis is less than an adjustable distance threshold,

typically set to 162.5 [tm. Generation 2 chips consist of microwells with variable sizes, which complicates

this approach. Therefore, we compute the optimal alignment between [the centroid positions of all droplets]

and [the photomask design used to construct a given microwell array chip]. After alignment, we infer

droplets share a microwell if their centroids aligned to the same microwell in the photomask.

2.6.7 Electro-coalescence of droplets

We merged the droplets to mix the reagents in each microwell by applying an AC electric field (4.5 MHz,

10,000-45,000-volt source underneath glass slide supplied by corona treater (Electro-Technic Products),

for ~10 seconds of exposure during which the tip of the corona treater was moved below the glass surface).
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2.6.8 Methods for loading and merging efficiency measurements

To measure the efficiency of microwell array loading and merging (Figure 2-3), we constructed microwell

array chips with microwell sizes ranging k={1, 2, ... 7; 19}, segmented in columns on the chip. To test the

impact of internal post features, we used a total of four normal chips and two chips without posts. We

loaded the chips using the above methods with a set of 1 -nL droplets of M9BSA media (our base media for

Chapter 4; IX M9 salts (Teknova), IX Trace metals (Teknova), 0.1 mM calcium chloride, 2 mM

magnesium sulfate, 0.05% w/v BSA) in Novec 7500 oil (3M) + 2% w/w fluorosurfactant (RAN Biotech,

008-Fluorosurfactant). After loading, we imaged and merged the chips according to the methods above.

Chip #4 was not merged due to an experimental error.

To measure loading efficiency, we used the above described image analysis methods to identify the number

of droplets in each microwell of size k.

To determine merging efficiency, we analyzed images of the merged droplets to calculate a median merged

droplet size for correctly loaded microwells of each value of k. This analysis yielded a "standard curve" of

merged droplet sizes. We then compared the merged droplet sizes for all microwells to the standard curve.

If a merged droplet size for a microwell of k droplets was closest to the standard for size k, we assign it

"correct," and "incorrect" otherwise. Standard curves could not be constructed for k= 19 because we did not

construct microwells of k= 18 or k=20, therefore merging efficiency for k= 19 is not reported.

2.6.9 Methods for resorufin exchange measurements

This experiment used Generation 1 microwell array chips with k=2 microwells.

To construct source droplets, we emulsified resorufin (10 pM) in Cation-Adjusted Mueller Hinton Broth

(CAMHB) using 2% w/w 008-FluoroSurfactant (RAN Biotech) in Novec 7500 fluorocarbon oil (3M) using

Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges. Sink droplets were made in a similar fashion, but with fluorescein (5 pM,

CAMHB), as this dye showed negligible exchange on assay timescales [59], [80]. Droplets containing

resorufin or fluorescein were pooled in a 1:1 ratio by micropipette in a microcentrifuge tube (5 min) and

then loaded into the chip (5 min) such that microwells received either two sink droplets (sink-only wells),

two source droplets (source-only wells), or one sink and one source droplet (Figure 2-5A). The random

loading process resulted in these pair types being randomly dispersed across the array. We washed the chip
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with oil containing either 2%, 0.5%, or 0% w/w surfactant, and then mechanically clamped the chip to the

glass substrate according to our standard protocol.

Resorufin fluorescence measurements of the sealed array were taken over 20 hours at three distinct fields

of view. Sink droplets were identified by their high fluorescein fluorescence, and assay background was

subtracted from all measurements. To measure inter-well exchange, we compared the mean resorufin

fluorescence of microwells containing two source droplets and microwells containing two sink droplets

(normalized to their sum). As a proxy for bulk emulsion systems and to predict exchange during the pooling

phase of our protocol, we compared the mean resorufin fluorescence of source droplets and sink droplets

in microwells containing one source droplet and one sink droplet (normalized to their sum).

We modeled exchange of compounds during droplet pooling as a permeation process, following Skhiri et

al. [59]. If Co and C represent the concentration of resorufin in a source and sink droplet respectively:

dCO 1-= -- a(C0 -C 1 )dt 2

dC1  1

= -( -- C1)dt 2

d(C +C' 1 C=,+ O a C-
dt \2 C1 +CO/

=- 1(1 -e-at)
C 1 +CO 2

Here a is a rate constant that represents surfactant reverse-micelle diffusivity, the distance between droplets,

the interfacial area, and other transport parameters. Therefore, in Figure 2-6B we fit the timepoints at <3

hours of the resorufin fluorescence of the sink droplet using this equation and obtained the rate constant a

= 0.0066 min-'.

To extrapolate these measurements to a bulk emulsion system, we assumed a depends linearly on the

interfacial area [59]:

C1  1
= -(1 - e-ant)

C1 + CO 2

where n represents the number of neighboring droplets (n= 1).
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2.6.10 Modeling assumptions for reduction in liquid handling

steps, costs, and reagent consumption

Example calculations for each section are shown in Table 2-3 and Table 2-4.

Hypothetical experiment sizes

In these experiments, we consider a fixed microwell array size (50 cm 2 , 100 cm 2 , or 1000 cm 2 ), for

microwells designed to merge k=2, k=3, k=4, or k=5 droplets. We assumed a constant density for k=1

microwells of 1,200 microwells / cm 2 such that a 50 cm 2 chip had 60,000 k=l microwells. Since larger

microwells take up more area, we made commensurate reductions in the number of microwells over this

fixed area. Therefore, we assumed densities of 1,200, 600, 400, 300, and 240 microwells / cm 2 for k=1, 2,

3, 4, and 5 respectively. Note that these densities are approximate and underestimate the true number of

microwells for two reasons. First, here we just divided the starting density of 1,200 microwells / cm 2 by

the well size k, but we can see that this underestimates the density given by real microwell numbers achieved

in Figure 2-2. Second, although 50 cm 2 is the total chip footprint, microwells are present on only a fraction

of the chip, due to the loading slot and trenches, and the microwell fraction of the total footprint is higher

for larger chip sizes. However, we expect our modeling results should not depend strongly on taking these

factors into account.

For each value of k and microwell array size (50, 100, and 1000 cm2 ), we report the number of inputs (n)

to achieve a total number of expected replicates greater than a threshold (5, 10, or 20; given by N , derived

in Section 2.6.2) (Figure 2-7A).

Applications that require more inputs than can be processed on one chip can be addressed in two ways: (i)

"aggregation"; or (ii) "batch processing."

First, in an aggregation strategy, multiples chips that receive the same inputs can be aggregated together as

one total microwell array. This strategy should consider the throughput of processing microwell array chips,

and the "assay time window" during which microwells across different chips are assumed identical (for

example, an assay time window based on microbe doubling times for growth-based assays might be <1

hour). Controls can also be used to normalized values across chips. This strategy preserves the reductions

in liquid handling steps, imaging time, material costs, and reagent consumption computed here.
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In a batch processing strategy (employed in Chapter 3), each chip (with k=k microwells) receives a subset

nfhip of the total ntowaI inputs. To comprehensively sample all (fta1) combinations, one can split orai into b

batches of size 'nt"" . Each chip receives k batches (total ne.h, droplets per chip), and sampling all

combinations requires (b) chips. This strategy does not achieve the same reductions modeled here because

measurements occur with efficiency T, i.e. 50% efficiency for k=2 combinations, 22% efficiency for k=3,

9% efficiency for k=4, and 4% efficiency for k=5.

Liquid handling steps

In the case of the microwell array, the total number of liquid handling steps required is three steps per input

(3n): (i) transfer of encoding dyes; (ii) transfer to droplet production cartridge; (iii) transfer from droplet

production cartridge to droplet pool.

To assemble (n) combinations in 96-well plates in duplicate, the total number of liquid handling steps is

assumed to be (n) x (k+ 1): (i) assembling each combination requires k transfers; (ii) duplicating each

assembled combination requires 1 transfer.

In comparing costs, we assumed a fixed cost / liquid handling step on both platforms.

Imaging time

To compare the costs of imaging the microwell array and 96-well plate, we assumed fixed cost / time (i.e.

the amortized capital cost of the instrument / instrument life time) and fixed time / scan area / scan channel.

Then to compare platforms, we compute the required scan area and number of channels per "assay point"

(each combination).

On the microwell array, the scan area per assay point is given by the microwell density and the desired

replication level of each experiment. The microwell array also requires 4 channels (3 for droplet decoding;

1 for the later optical assay).

The 96-well plate requires 2 wells (2 x ~1 cm 2 per well) for each assay point (due to the duplication

requirement).

Materials costs

We compare the materials cost per assay point of each platform.
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Each microwell array chip yields (n) assay points. To calculate the cost of operating the microwell array,

we fix droplet production costs at $1 / condition (Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges; fluorosurfactant; oil) and $10

/ microwell array chip. Therefore the cost per assay point is (n+10) / (n).

For 96-well plates, we assume each 96-well plate costs $10, and each assay point requires 2 wells (due to

the duplication requirement). Therefore the cost per assay point is $0.21.

Reagent consumption

Similarly, we compare the reagent consumption per assay point on each platform.

The microwell array chip yields (n) assay points and requires 20 piL of each reagent input for droplet

(n)production. Each reagent is present in ~- combinations, therefore the reagent consumption per assay point

is 20n pL / (n).

In 96-well plates, we assume each assay point requires 100 ptL per well and is measured in duplicate,

requiring 200 pL total.
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Table 2-3. Hypothetical experiment sizes for 50 cm 2 microwell array and 10 replicate microwells per

combination. Hypothetical combinatorial experiments in Figure 2-7A are based on three parameters, the

number of inputs n, the subset size k, and the desired replication level. Given a microwell array area and

value of k, we found the maximum number of inputs n to achieve the desired replication level. Here we

show example calculations for a microwell array area of 50 cm 2 and desired replication level of 10

microwells. Derivation for the expected number of replicates is provided in Section 2.6.2.
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Microwell Number of Number of Expected Number of
size microwells inputs replicates per combinations

k N n combination (n)

(50 cm2 array) N > 10

1 60,000 6,000 10 6,000

2 30,000 77 10.1 2,926

3 20,000 22 11.3 1,540

4 15,000 13 12.6 715

5 12,000 10 14.4 252



Table 2-4. Calculations for reductions in liquid handling steps, imaging time, material costs, and

reagent consumption for k=2 50 cm 2 microwell array with 10 replicates. Figure 2-7B shows reductions

in each of these components for all hypothetical experiments. As an example, here we show the calculations

corresponding to the k=2 50 cm2 microwell array with 10 microwell replicates.

Component 96-well plate Microwell array Fold

(77 choose 2) (k = 2, n = 77) reduction

(2 replicates) (10 microwell replicates)

Liquid handling steps 8.8 x 103 steps 2.3 x 102 steps 3.8 x 101
(assume fixed cost / step) (2 + 1)(77) steps 3 x 77 steps

Imaging time 100 cm 2 / well 1 cm 2 / ( 0.6 x I0 microwells) 3 x 101
(assume fixed cost / time) x 2 wells / assay point x 10 microwells / assay point

(time = time / area (fixed) x 1 channel x [3 (decoding) + 1 (second scan)] channels
x area / assay point

x channels)

Material costs 2.1 x $10' / assay point $3.0 x 10-2 / assay point 7 x 100
(cost) ($10 / 96-well plate) ($10 microwell array chip

+ $1 x 77 droplet production

yields (7) assay points)

Reagent consumption 2 x 102 pL / assay point 5.3 x 10-1 pL / assay point 3.8 x 102
(assume fixed cost / volume) (100 jiL / well) (20 piL / droplet production

yields 2 assay points)
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Chapter 3

Combinatorial drug discovery in

nanoliter droplets

This chapter is reproducedfrom Kulesa, Kehe, et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,

2018 [68].

This work was performed in collaboration with Jared Kehe, Juan Hurtado, and Prianca Tawde. Jared and

I performed many of the experiments to establish the proof of concept together. The final screening efforts

were carried out together by Jared, Juan, and I. Prianca assisted us throughout much of this work,

including by designing a custom instrument for droplet production and help with materials preparation.

Deepan Thiruppathy, our summer student, also assisted throughout. The original concepts behind

identifying drug combinations to overcome antibiotic resistance were introduced to our lab by Stewart

Fisher, and developed in collaboration with David Feldman and Navpreet Ranu.

3.1 Abstract

Combinatorial drug treatment strategies perturb biological networks synergistically to achieve therapeutic

effects and represent major opportunities to develop advanced treatments across a variety of human disease

areas. However, the discovery of new combinatorial treatments is challenged by the sheer scale of

combinatorial chemical space. Here we report a high-throughput system for nanoliter-scale phenotypic

screening that formulates a chemical library in nanoliter droplet emulsions and automates the construction

of chemical combinations en masse using parallel droplet processing. We apply this system to predict

synergy between more than 4,000 investigational and approved drugs and a panel of 10 antibiotics against

E. coli, a model Gram-negative pathogen. We found a range of drugs not previously indicated for infectious

disease that synergize with antibiotics. Our validated hits include drugs that synergize with the antibiotics
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vancomycin, erythromycin, and novobiocin, which are used against Gram-positive bacteria but are not

effective by themselves to resolve Gram-negative infections.

3.2 Introduction

Much of modem drug discovery acts to modulate a specific drug target using a single agent with maximally

selective effects, arising from the idea of Paul Ehrlich's "magic bullet" [84]. However, the prevalence of

redundancy, feedback, and multi-functionality in biological networks challenges this approach [691-[711.

Therapeutic strategies comprising multiple drugs in combination have been proposed to exploit network-

driven interactions to achieve the desired functional perturbation, reduce toxicity, and prevent or overcome

drug resistance [691-[73]. In particular, combination antimicrobial treatments that overcome drug

resistance by targeting known resistance elements (e.g. beta-lactamase enzymes) in addition to essential

targets make up a substantial fraction of antibiotic treatments in clinical development today [851.

Despite the applicability of novel drug combinations, their identification by high-throughput screening has

been slowed by the high complexity, cost, and compound consumption of conventional screening methods

[741. For example, testing all pairs of drugs from a modest library of 2,000 drugs (e.g. FDA approved drugs)

requires almost 2 million pairwise combinations, and far more if compounds are titrated. Experiments of

this scale are currently restricted to specialized labs and facilities that can accommodate the large costs and

complexity (total liquid handling steps, logistics of plate layout and workflow design). Additionally, since

these screens test each compound across thousands of others, thousands of times the compound quantity is

required compared with single-compound screening, which can deplete an entire chemical inventory in a

single screening experiment. Current methods for combinatorial discovery work around these issues, either

through computational predictions of drug synergies to reduce screening scale or combining multiple tests

in pools with subsequent deconvolution [861-[88].

Here we introduce a strategy for combinatorial drug screening based on droplet microfluidics that unlocks

order-of-magnitude improvements in logistical complexity and compound consumption and reduces the

need for capital equipment. Through miniaturization and high-speed processing, advances in droplet

microfluidics are making major impacts across the life sciences, such as allowing the measurement of

1,000+ single-cell morphological [54] and transcriptomic phenotypes 147], or high resolution and low cell-

input drug dose response testing 152], [43], [531, [61], [62], [89]. Our platform leverages the throughput
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potential of such mierofluidic and microarray systems [54], [90]-192], and substitutes deterministic liquid

handling operations needed to construct combinations of compounds with spontaneous merging of random

pairs of droplets in parallel inside a microwell array device (Figure 2-1) [931. We used this device to screen

compound combinations for bacterial growth inhibition in nanoliter droplets, demonstrating its manual

operation at high throughput without robotic liquid handling.

3.3 Results and Discussion

Using Generation 1 microwell array chips described in Chapter 2, our platform constructs and assays all

pairwise combinations of a set of input compounds. We first combine concentrated compounds with

fluorescent encoding dyes (unique ratios of three fluorescent dyes), cells, and media, from which we

produce 1-nL aqueous droplets in a fluorocarbon oil and stabilizing fluorosurfactant. To construct

combinations, we pool and load the droplets into an array of Generation 1 k=2 microwells. Pairwise

compound combinations are thus constructed automatically by droplet merging, considerably reducing the

number of liquid handling steps required (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-7).

A challenge in droplet microfluidics that has limited cell-based compound screening is the exchange of

compounds between droplets on assay-relevant timescales [561, [59], [60], [80]. Compound exchange is

mediated by the dynamic equilibrium of surfactant molecules between the aqueous-oil droplet interface and

reverse-micelles in the oil phase [59], [80]. In a screening context, this creates the potential for false

negatives resulting from compound loss from droplets and false positives resulting from the exchange of

active compounds among droplets [56]. We reasoned that our platform could limit the extent of false

positives caused by cross-contamination during the longer incubation step due to the confinement of

droplets in microwell compartments, and the depletion of surfactant after loading. Indeed, in Chapter 2,

Section 2.3.4 we showed that these two factors reduced exchange of the refence compound resorufin after

microwell loading to levels below our detection limits (Figure 2-5). Though some compounds can exchange

more quickly than resorufin and may exchange significantly during the droplet pooling phase prior to

loading [80], [94], these compounds would likely be diluted below active concentrations across many other

droplets. The low false positive rate of the screen (described below) and further analysis of our screening

hits (Figure 3-5) show that these fast-exchanging compounds (presumably present in our compound library
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of drugs and drug-like molecules) do not need to be identified and removed prior to screening (for more

discussion, see Section 3.6, and Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-1. Characterization of growth inhibition assay. (A) We measured cell growth by monitoring

accumulation of constitutively expressed GFP in both conventional Erlenmeyer flasks (dotted lines) and

the droplet platform (solid lines). Error bars represent standard deviations of microwell measurements.

Measurements from Erlenmeyer flask cultures are linearly transformed to the same scale as microwell

measurements. (B) Experimental setup for comparing antibiotic response curves and measuring technical

noise in 96-well plate broth culture format and the droplet platform. (C) Estimated IC50 for each antibiotic

compared between 96-well plate and droplet platform formats. Dotted lines show the diagonal. (D)

Comparison of two technical replicates on the droplet platform of growth values at particular antibiotic

dosages normalized to a media-only control. Dotted lines show line of best fit. (E) Relationship between

microwell-level replication and technical noise, estimated by bootstrap resampling of the data in part D.

Error bars represent 1 0 -9 0 h percentile bootstrapped R2 values. Dotted lines represent R2 values between

technical replicates in 96-well plates.
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3.3.1 Droplet-based growth inhibition assays show fidelity to

conventional methods and have high data quality

As a first application of our platform, we developed fluorescence-based growth inhibition phenotypic

screening assays for three model bacterial pathogens often used in antibiotic discovery, Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, and Escherichia coli [62], [89]. For each organism, we compared

growth dynamics, antibiotic drug responses, and reproducibility of the droplet platform with conventional

Erlenmeyer flask and 96-well plate broth culture methods (Figure 3-1). Growth dynamics (monitored by

constitutive GFP fluorescence) between Erlenmeyer flasks and the droplet platform showed close

correspondence, indicating no detectable toxicity or gross physiological impact on the bacteria (Figure

3-A). We chose 6-12 antibiotics representing different chemical classes and mechanisms of action, and

compared ICso values estimated from five-point dose response curves measured with the droplet platform

and the same fluorescence assay in a 96-well plate broth culture format (Figure 3-IB; Figure 3-6, Figure

3-7, Figure 3-8). Overall, culture plates and the droplet platform indicated similar potency for each

antibiotic and comparable levels of assay noise (R2 values between technical replicates) (Figure 3-1C,D,

Figure 3-9).

High-throughput screening is extremely sensitive to assay noise as hits must be enriched with respect to

false positives. In the droplet platform, droplets carrying different compounds are paired randomly in

microwells, and assay noise is suppressed by making multiple measurements of the same compound pair

across replicate microwells. The number of replicate microwells is a random variable with an expected

value determined by the number of possible unique input droplet pair combinations and the number of

microwells on a given chip (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2). To explore this relationship between microwell-

level replication and throughput, we down-sampled the number of replicate microwells observed per

antibiotic dose and compared measurements from two technical replicate microwell arrays. We observed

diminishing improvements at replication levels past 5-10 microwells (Figure 3-lE), which is the

approximate level of replication obtained when 64 unique inputs are applied to the Generation 1 microwell

array (see Section 3.5.5).
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of checkerboard assay between 96-well plates and microwell array chip.

Comparison of the checkerboard drug interaction assay in P. aeruginosa for the antibiotic ampicillin and

sulbactam, a beta-lactamase inhibitor and known potentiator. Each point shows a relative growth value

normalized to the maximum growth value on the 64-point matrix. Both platforms report a synergistic

interaction as described by the FIC index method (FIC index 0.5).

3.3.2 Droplet-based growth inhibition assays detect compound

synergy

To evaluate our ability to detect synergy between compound pairs, we tested a canonically synergistic pair,

ampicillin (a beta-lactam antibiotic) and sulbactam (a beta-lactamase inhibitor), against P. aeruginosa

(Figure 3-2). Synergy is commonly assessed by crossing a dilution series of each compound in a

"checkerboard" assay matrix and quantifying the deviation of activity levels from a model of independent

acting drugs (Bliss synergy) or the Fractional Inhibitory Concentration (FIC) index method 1951, 1961.

Synergy (defined as FIC index 0.5) was detected in both 96-well plate broth culture (FIC index 0.5)

and the droplet platform (FIC index 0.25).
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Figure 3-3. Drug repurposing antibiotic potentiation screen. (A) To measure antibiotic potentiation, we

generated three-point dose response curves for ten different antibiotics in combination) with 4,160

compounds (each at single concentration, 100 pM) from a drug repurposing library, as well as positive

controls (sulbactam and erythromycin) and negative controls (blank media). Each chip formulated all

pairwise combinations of two input sets: (i) 3 antibiotics x 10 concentrations + 2 controls (32 total); (ii) 24-

28 compounds + 4-8 controls (32 total). (B) The final numbers of analyzed combinations in the full-scale

screening phase, after accounting for losses and quality filtering. (C) The histogram (blue bars) and

cumulative distribution (red line) of the number of microwells observed for each compound x antibiotic

combination. (Bottom panel) Tukey box plot of mean numbers of microwells of all compound x antibiotic

combinations on each chip in full-scale phase of screen. (D) Representative primary screening data are

shown for control compounds. Synergy was identified by comparing antibiotic response curves in the

presence of a compound compared to those of the antibiotic alone (gray, dotted), made quantitative by

calculating a "Bliss score." At right, the growth in the presence of compound alone ("Compound", colored

points), or the absence of antibiotic and compound ("Media", gray points) are shown. (E) 28 compound x

antibiotic combination hits (red points) were determined by thresholding all compound x antibiotic pairs

(gray, shaded contours) on effect size (Bliss score > 0.7, gray dotted line) and statistical significance (p-

value < 10-4, gray dotted line). (Left panel) Projection of vertical axis. Sensitivity to positive controls (blue:

sulbactam, green: erythromycin). (Bottom panel) Projection of horizontal axis. Bliss score distributions of

positive and negative (black: blank) controls. Histograms are set to 50% opacity to show overlap. Full

names of all abbreviated antibiotic names are provided in Table 3-1.
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3.3.3 We designed a screen to identify drug combinations that

overcome intrinsic resistance to antibiotics in Gram-negative

pathogens

We next applied our system to identify compounds that can potentiate the activity of antibiotic drugs. In

the face of rising antibiotic resistance, efforts to develop new classes of antibiotics have yielded little

success [85], [97], [98]. Unfortunately, many antibiotics such as vancomycin, erythromycin, and

novobiocin cannot be used to treat important Gram-negative pathogens such as E. coli, P. aeruginosa, A.

baumannii, and K. pneumoniae due the impermeability of their outer membranes and numerous efflux

systems [85], [98]. Previous work suggests that identifying compounds that sensitize drug-resistant

pathogens is a promising strategy to broaden the spectrum of existing antibiotics [99]-[1011.

We screened for potentiation of a panel of ten antibiotics with diverse mechanisms and biochemical target

localizations (each antibiotic titrated across a three-point response curve, Table 3-1) by a "drug

repurposing" library of 4,160 compounds against E. coli (Figure 3-3A) [100], [1021. This curated library is

composed of tool and investigational compounds with extensive preclinical and clinical research data, as

well as launched drugs [102]. We reasoned that hits from screening this library may have potential for

expedited translation for use in sensitizing Gram-negative pathogens to existing antibiotics [102], [103].

Our analysis focused on determining compound x antibiotic synergies by evaluating a shift of a three-point

antibiotic dose response with and without compound, quantified by a synergy metric ("Bliss score") for

each compound x antibiotic pair (Figure 3-3A, D). This metric assumes a null model (Bliss) such that if a

exposure to antibiotic A results in relative cell growth (1-fA), and compound B results in relative cell growth

(J-fB), the expected cell growth under the compound B x antibiotic A pair is just (J-fB) x (I-fA). Other

synergy metrics (Loewe, FIC index) are possible, but we chose this method for its simplicity of

interpretation and compatibility with measurements at single compound dosages. The specific choice of

synergy metric is not critical, we planned to validate screening hits using checkerboard assays to explore

the full interaction landscape and permit quantification through other synergy metrics, such as the FIC index

method.
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3.3.4 We screened 4+ million total microwell assays over 10 days

This screening effort resulted in the construction of 4+ million total microwell assays across 156 microwell

array chips, and was completed in 10.3 days in two phases (Pilot phase: 800 compounds, 30 chips, 3.33

days; Full-scale phase: 3,360 compounds, 126 chips, 7 days). With a total of 64 unique inputs per microwell

array chip (set 1: 10 antibiotics at 3 dose points + 2 controls; set 2: 24-28 compounds + 4-8 controls), each

chip run constructed 720-840 combinations of compound x antibiotic (24-28 compound x 10 antibiotics x

3 dose points), 276-378 compound x compound (1/2 x 24 x 23; 1/2 x 28 x 27), 120-240 control x antibiotic

combinations (4-8 controls x 10 antibiotics x 3 dose points), and 48-56 compound x control combinations

(24-28 compounds x 2 controls) (Figure 3-3A). Pairwise combinations of antibiotics and controls were also

constructed.

We evaluated screening performance from our full-scale phase, comprised of 126 microwell array chip runs

and 100,800 compound x antibiotic assay points from 3,360 compounds. Dropout can occur due to chip-

run failures, failures to produce, load, and classify droplets, or failure to observe any microwells containing

a particular compound x antibiotic combination. Of the 126 chip runs, we had two logistical failures and

removed 16 runs due to failed controls to yield a final chip passing rate of 85.7% (108 runs) (Figure 3-3B,

Figure 3-10). Droplet production, pooling/loading, or fluorescence code assignment failed for 49

compounds (Figure 3-3B). Overall, of the starting 100,800 compound x antibiotic combinations, 84.7%

were successfully measured with an overall median value of 13 replicate microwells (Figure 3-3B, C).

To assess data quality, each chip run was performed with a set of positive (sulbactam x ampicillin;

erythromycin x tetracycline) and negative (blank media x all antibiotics) controls to determine the expected

sensitivity and false positive rate of the screen (Figure 3-3A, D). The Bliss score distribution of all blank

media x antibiotic pairs was well-described by a t distribution, which we used as a null model to calculate

p-values for each compound x antibiotic pair (Figure 3-11). To measure sensitivity, each run included one

or both positive controls: sulbactam x ampicillin (large effect size, expected Bliss score ~1) and

erythromycin x tetracycline (small effect size, expected Bliss score -0.5) (Figure 3-3D). At an expected

false positive rate of 10' (p-value threshold), we recovered 82.8% of sulbactam x ampicillin controls

(n=58/70) and 65.7% of erythromycin x tetracycline controls (n=46/70) (Figure 3-3E). To call hits from all

the compound x antibiotic pairs, we chose a Bliss score effect size threshold that separated sulbactam x
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ampicillin controls from erythromycin x tetracycline controls (Bliss score > 0.7) (Figure 3-3E). Using these

thresholds to score all pairs yielded 28 hit compound x antibiotic pairs (0.098% of total 28,470) from 20

distinct compounds (0.70% of total 2,847) (Figure 3-3E). While we focused analysis on compound x

antibiotic pairs, we did identify that one hit compound, pasireotide, also synergized with tedizolid, another

compound in the repurposing library run on the same microwell array chip (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-4. Validation of hits from primary screen. (A) In eight-point checkerboard assays with E. coli,

we tested a total of 46 compound x antibiotic combinations of which 17 (11 distinct compounds) scored as

hits in the primary screen. Combinations that scored positive (red) and negative (black) for Bliss synergy

are plotted according to results from the primary screen. Gray lines indicate primary screening thresholds.

(B) Target, status, antibiotic synergy set (by FIC index method), and selected structures of validated hits.

The first four compounds are from the full-scale phase; the last two are from the pilot phase. Starred (*)

antibiotics represent additional synergies revealed in validation. Structures were rendered in ChemDraw

from SMILES strings. (C) (Top panel) Primary screening data and calculated Bliss scores for NSC 23766.

Growth in presence of compounds alone (red dots, "Compound") relative to the absence of antibiotic and

compound (gray dots, "Media") are shown at right. (Bottom panels) 96-well plate checkerboard assay of

NSC 23766 x novobiocin (positive for synergy) (left) and NSC 23766 x tetracycline (negative for synergy)

(right). For each checkerboard assay, the relative growth values and Bliss scores are shown (color scaling

at right). (D) Primary screening and checkerboard data for indacaterol x erythromycin (positive for

synergy). (E) Primary screening and checkerboard data for benurestat x vancomycin (positive for synergy).

Full names of all abbreviated antibiotic names are provided in Table 3-1.
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3.3.5 Our screen uncovered novel antibiotic potentiators among

non-antibacterial drugs

We selected 17 hit compound x antibiotic pairs from 11 distinct compounds for confirmation in eight-point

checkerboard assays measured in 96-well plate broth culture format (Figure 3-4A, Figure 3-13). For

comparison, we measured an additional 29 pairs that did not pass Bliss score and p-value thresholds in the

primary screen for a total of 46 tested pairs. Of the hit combinations, 14/17 (82.4%) scored as synergistic

by Bliss Independence at the same dosages as in the primary screen (p = 5.8 x 10-4, calculated from a

binomial distribution null model where compound x antibiotic pairs randomly score positive with p=19/46,

the fraction positive of total tested pairs) (Figure 3-4A). We investigated whether differences between

primary screening Bliss scores and 96-well plate Bliss scores could be explained by physico-chemical

properties of compounds, but did not find any systematic effects (Figure 3-14).

After applying the more stringent FIC synergy criterion (FIC index 0.5) to each checkerboard, we

identified six compounds among our hits with synergies with at least one antibiotic (four from full scale

phase, two from pilot phase; supporting validation for pilot phase hits is shown in Figure 3-15 and Figure

3-16). For two hit compounds, we identified synergies with additional antibiotics beyond what was detected

in the primary screen, and upon further inspection we found these additional compound x antibiotic pairs

scored close to the thresholds applied in the primary screen (Figure 3-4A, B). Notably, we found no previous

indication of antibacterial activity for five of these six compounds, which constitute a range of different

chemical structures, characteristics, and known biochemical targets (Figure 3-4B). Comparing the primary

screening data for each hit across the full panel of ten antibiotics shows some commonalities and differences

that may provide clues as to mechanism of action (Figure 3-4C-E) [100]. For example, many hits shared

common interactions with novobiocin and erythromycin, but some showed divergent effects with

vancomycin ranging from strong synergy to strong antagonism (Figure 3-4C-E).

3.4 Conclusion

Here we demonstrated a nanoliter droplet combinatorial drug screening platform and applied it at scale to

discover novel potentiators of antibiotics from a drug repurposing library. Exploring the mechanism of

action of these potentiators may guide future efforts to engineer antibiotic adjuvants, an important strategy
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in the fight against antibiotic resistance in Gram-negative pathogens [99]-[101]. By replacing robotic liquid

handling with spontaneous random assembly of compound combinations in nanoliter droplets at a large

scale, the logistical complexity of our combinatorial screen was reduced such that we could complete this

screen using only manual pipetting in just 10 days. This platform is compatible with commercially available

lab equipment already present in many academic and industrial life science research facilities. Other groups

have already demonstrated successful droplet-based culture of a wide range of organisms including human

cell lines [521-[54], [611 and we expect that our platform can be developed to support many types of

phenotypic and biochemical assays. The use of optical microscopy for assay readout facilitates extension

to a variety of disease-specific models and imaging assays including gene expression reporters and high

content cell imaging [53], [54]. While much work remains, our platform represents an important new tool

to leverage drug combinations for chemical biology and therapeutics discovery.
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3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Droplet production and microwell array chip operation

All droplets were produced using Novec 7500 oil (3M) with 1 % w/w fluorosurfactant (RAN Biotech, 008-

FluoroSurfactant), using Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges and a custom aluminum pressure manifold according

to methods in Chapter 2 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.6.4 - Droplet production).

All experiments used Generation 1 chips fabricated and operated as described in Chapter 2 (see Chapter 2

Section 2.6.1 - Microwell design and fabrication; and Section 2.6.5 - Microwell array chip setup and

loading). These microwell array chips consist of 43,000 k=2 microwells (see Chapter 2 Figure 2-2B).

3.5.2 Fluorescence microscopy and encoding

All experiments used 64 codes within the 66-code set generated by S=10 discrete signal levels and d=3

according to Chapter 2 Section 2.6.3 - Fluorescence encoding.

Fluorescence microscopy was performed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope according

to methods in Chapter 2 Section 2.6.6 - Microscopy, image analysis, and fluorescence decoding.

In the antibiotic potentiation screen full-scale phase, each compound-dye mixture was imaged ahead of

screening to predict effects on the fluorescence of the resultant droplets and establish an alternative centroid

for affected dye mixtures.

3.5.3 Cell culture preparation

Plasmid-borne constitutive GFP-expressing strains of Staphylococcus aureus (chloramphenicol-resistant),

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 (gentamicin-resistant), and Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 (kanamycin-

resistant) were used. With the exception of experiments with S. aureus, which were conducted in LB media,

all experiments and screens were conducted in Cation-Adjusted Mueller Hinton broth (CAMHB) (BD

Difco).
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For all three organisms, all experiments began with overnight cultures from glycerol stocks. Cells were

initially transferred to 4 mL of media plus 30 mg/mL of the respective antibiotic to select for GFP-

expressing cells. Cells were kept at 37C, 220 RPM. Shortly before an experiment onset (-2-3 hours), cells

were diluted 1:1000 into antibiotic-containing media and their growth monitored. Upon reaching early log

phase (OD ~ 0.05, or ~-107 cells/mL), cells were diluted into fresh media (no antibiotic) and normalized to

a starting OD of 0.03-0.04 in fresh media. Droplets of 1 nL volumes resulted in an initial count of about 10

cells per droplet. At saturation, cell density was estimated at 103-104 cells per droplet.

3.5.4 Methods for comparison of cell growth on droplet platform

with standard methods

To compare growth rates between conventional broth culture and the droplet platform, we prepared cultures

of P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, and E. coli (see Section 3.5.3 - Cell culture preparation). We then split cultures

between (1) Erlenmeyer flasks (10% of the flask volume, 37C, 220 RPM) and (2) droplets loaded into the

microwell array (37C, no shaking). We monitored growth via accumulation of GFP fluorescence measured

by (1) transferring to clear-bottom 96-well plates and measuring by fluorescence plate reader (Molecular

Devices SpectraMax), or (2) epifluorescence microscopy (Nikon Ti-E). For each organism, we transformed

GFP measurements from the (1) 96-well plate reader to the same scale as the (2) droplet platform

measurements by computing a least squares linear regression between measurements matched at each

timepoint (Figure 3-1A, data shown for (1) are transformed based on linear regression).

To compare antibiotic response curves, we created serial dilutions of six (for P. aeruginosa) or 12 (for S.

aureus, E. coli) antibiotics in media in clear-bottom 96-well plates: Trimethoprim (Trim), Chloramphenicol

(Chlor), Ceftriaxone (Ceft), Tetracycline (Tet), Kanamycin (Kan), Norfloxacin (Nor), Fosfomycin (Fos),

Cycloserine (Cyc), Vancomycin (Vanc), Erythromycin (Eryth), Ampicillin (Amp), Novobiocin (Nov)

(Sigma-Aldrich) (Figure 3-1B). We emulsified cells cultured under the same conditions as above, and in

parallel emulsified five points on each antibiotic dosage curve (no cells added). After pooling all emulsions,

we loaded them in two technical replicate microwell arrays. Similarly, we then added cells to the 96-well

plates and split the cell-antibiotic mixtures across two technical replicate plates (clear-bottom 96-well

plates, with parafilm at edges to prevent edge effects, final volume 200 ptL).
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Using GFP fluorescence measurements similar to above, we compared the median GFP value from

microwells that received an [antibiotic + no cells] droplet paired with a [media-only + cells] droplet, with

equivalent final dosage conditions in the 96-well plates (Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8). To compare

dose responses, we obtained a non-linear least squares fit of the Hill curve for concentration C to data

obtained from both 96-well plates and our platform (three local parameters: offset, magnitude, IC5o; 1 global

parameter for each antibiotic: Hill coefficient, h).

1
G = offset + magnitude * Ch

1 +

In comparing fit IC5 0 's, we removed antibiotics with plasmid-mediated resistance (S. aureus: Chlor; E. coli:

Kan), or poor fit quality due to suboptimal dosage range (S. aureus: Ceft, Eryth, Nor, Tet; E. coli: Ceft).

As construction of droplet pairs in microwells was random, each pair of input conditions appeared in a

random number of replicate microwells. To compute how technical noise scales as a function of k replicate

microwells, we resampled with replacement k microwells from each set of replicates and recomputed the

median GFP across each sample (Figure 3-lE).

3.5.5 Methods for antibiotic potentiation screening

We performed a small pilot screen (30 chips) and a larger full-scale screen (126 chips with 108 passing a

chip quality filter, Figure 3-10). All data and performance analysis presented comes from this full-scale

phase, although Figure 3-4 includes hits from both phases. Additional supporting data for pilot phase hits

is shown in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16.

For all screening, each chip received droplets containing a total of 64 input conditions, with 32 held constant

across all chips (Set 1) and 32 that varied on each chip (Set 2) (Figure 3-3A). Set 1 included [30 antibiotic

conditions (10 antibiotics x 3 concentrations) + no cells] and [2 media-only controls + no cells]. Set 2

included [24-28 compounds (100 VM) + cells], [1 or 2 positive controls (sulbactam (20 LM) and/or

erythromycin (5 riM)) + cells], and [1 or 2 negative "blank" media-only no-compound controls + cells]. Set

2 also included an additional [2 or 4 media-only controls + cells] that were used to measure dose response

of antibiotics alone for comparison (Figure 3-3A, D, gray dotted lines). All conditions were in CAMHB
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and 2% DMSO (all concentrations reported are final concentrations). We used E. coli K-12 MG1655

cultures ("+ cells") with normalized starting density (see Section 3.5.3 - Cell culture preparation).

We screened compounds from the Broad Institute's Drug Repurposing Library, which consists of 4,160

compounds in 52 96-well plates (80 compounds per plate at 100 tM final concentration, with controls in

columns 1 and 12) [104]. We planned to divide the 4,160 compounds into batches run across different chips,

with the batch size set such that expected number of replicate microwells for each compound x antibiotic

droplet combination was at least 10 to achieve low assay noise (informed by analysis in Figure 3-lE). To

determine the batch size, we considered that Generation 1 microwell array chips typically yield about

26,000 properly loaded and merged microwells from 43,000 microwells (see Chapter 2, Figure 2-3B). We

computed the expected representation of compound x antibiotic combinations according to Chapter 2

Section 2.6.2 - Expected levels of microwell-level replication of combinations, and found that 64 unique

inputs would constitute an expected average of 12.7 microwells (= 26,000 x 2 / 642). Based on this analysis,

each 96-well plate was divided into 3 groups of 32, each of which was screened on a separate chip but

pooled with the same set of antibiotics-carrying droplets (total 32) to yield a total of 64 inputs per microwell

array chip.

To measure growth inhibition, we evaluated the median GFP fluorescence intensity of the replicate

microwells containing a given combination as a stable statistic for the central tendency of the intensity

distribution across nicrowells. For example, the combination [Antibiotic A + no cells] paired with

[Compound B + cells] was represented in ~13 microwells on a chip (Figure 3-3C). The median GFP

intensity across these 13 replicates was used to predict whether Compound B potentiated the activity of

Antibiotic A at these concentrations (Section 3.5.8 - Bliss synergy scoring). Given the nature of the chip

setup, the combination [Compound B + cells] paired with [Compound C + cells] was also be represented

-13 times on this chip, enabling us to also score compound x compound synergies in addition to compound

x antibiotic synergies (Figure 3-12), though this was not the focus of our analysis.
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Table 3-1. Antibiotic potentiation screen antibiotic panel. Three-point dose response curves were

generated for each antibiotic in the presence and absence of compounds. All concentrations are reported

as final concentrations in Cation-Adjusted Mueller Hinton Broth, 2% DMSO.

Name Abbreviation Concentration (pIg / mL)

Vancomycin Vanc 128 64 32

Cycloserine Cyc 16 8 4

Fosfomycin Fos 2 1 0.5

Novobiocin Nov 128 64 32

Erythromycin Eryth 64 32 16

Tetracycline Tet 0.5 0.25 0.125

Ampicillin Amp 4 2 1

Trimethoprim Trim 0.3125 0.15625 0.078125

Chloramphenicol Chlor 4 2 1

Norfloxacin Nor 0.0625 0.03125 0.015625

3.5.6 Chip quality scoring

To quality-score each microwell array chip, we measured the difference between conditions representing

the top and bottom of the assay dynamic range. The top of the dynamic range is given by microwells that

contained a [media-only control + cells] droplet paired with a [media-only control + no cells] droplet. To

represent the bottom of the dynamic range, we used microwells containing a [media-only + cells] droplet

paired with a [cycloserine (16 pg/mL) + no cells] droplet. The latter condition generates a signal that

represented the lowest GFP signal level expected in a growth-suppressed assay culture.

We quantified the observed dynamic range on each microwell array chip by computing the Z-factor metric

[105]. We computed the median GFP values for the set of microwells representing the maximum and

minimum signal levels described (m, and m_). To estimate a standard error, we bootstrap resampled median

GFP estimates from each set (1000 iterations) to estimate a sampling distribution, and measured standard

errors as the standard deviation of the two sampling distributions (s+ and s-) (Figure 3-10A). We then

computed the Z-factor (Z') as follows:

,'= 3(s++s_)
|M+ - m_.I
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Chips with Z-factors <0.21 were removed from analysis for low quality, a threshold determined by manual

examination of the distribution (Figure 3-10B). In the full-scale phase, 85.7% of chips passed this threshold.

3.5.7 Antibiotic potentiation screen performance scoring

For each antibiotic in our panel (Figure 3-3A, gray dotted lines), the dynamic range of the potentiation was

set by the difference between relative growth measured for the lowest concentration of the antibiotic tested

and maximal possible growth inhibition. To represent maximum growth inhibition in each case, we chose

cycloserine (16 [.g/mL), which produced the minimum detectable signal.

To quantify assay performance for the overall screen, we compiled relative growth estimates (GFP) from

all chips for each antibiotic (at the lowest concentration represented) and compared to cycloserine (16

[g/mL) (Figure 3-17). We quantified this comparison by computing the Z-factor (Z') [105] for each pair of

distributions across the 108 chips from the full-scale screen phase.

3.5.8 Bliss synergy scoring

To estimate synergy between compounds and antibiotics, we computed the deviation from growth

inhibition expected by Bliss Independence (fA +fB - fA fB) [95]. If treatment Antibiotic A resulted in 80%

growth (I-fA), and Compound B resulted in 75% growth (1-fB), then assuming they act independently we

expect their combination to have resulted in 60% growth (1-fA)x(1--fB). To estimate their synergy, we

subtract the observed growth from the expected growth [(1-fA)X(1-f)]-(1-fA) =fAB- (fA+fB-fAfB).

We estimated the net growth inhibition for Antibiotic A from microwells carrying an [Antibiotic A + no

cells] droplet paired with a [media-only + cells] droplet. We estimated net growth inhibition of a compound

from microwells carrying a [Compound B + cells] droplet and a [media-only + no cells] droplet. We

normalized all growth values to microwells containing a [media-only + cells] droplet paired with a [media-

only + no cells] droplet and estimated synergy using the Bliss Independence metric. Since each antibiotic

was present at three concentrations, we summed this metric for the compound across each of the three

conditions to yield a final metric we called "Bliss score." Compounds with net growth inhibition exceeding

80% at the screening concentration of 100 pM were removed from analysis (total 96 compounds).
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We divided Bliss scores by their corresponding standard errors to yield a test statistic (Bliss score/standard

error). To estimate the standard error in our Bliss score measurement, we first bootstrap resampled (100

iterations) all microwells in the array to the number of replicate microwells counted for each pair of inputs.

We then computed a bootstrapped Bliss score for each bootstrapped sample to estimate a sampling

distribution, from which we computed an estimated standard error.

Using the Bliss score and estimated standard error, we computed a test statistic (Bliss score/standard error)

that we modeled with a t distribution fit to our blank negative controls (density function fT fit with

parameters: u = 11.23, degrees of freedom; a = 0.922, scale parameter, fit with scipy) (Figure 3-11).

((u+1)'\ v+1
fT2 + (x/U)2) 2

3.5.9 Checkerboard validation

Hits from the antibiotic potentiation screen were re-supplied and checkerboards were constructed from 2-

fold serial dilutions of a compound and an antibiotic to create a 64-point matrix in 96-well v-bottom plates

(Costar), 2% DMSO (final concentration). An E. coli K-12 MG1655 culture was prepared (see Section

3.5.3 - Cell culture preparation) and added to the plates (final volume 100 jiL; plate edges wrapped with

parafilm to reduce edge effects). We incubated the plates (37C, 220 RPM, 7 hours) and measured growth

by GFP accumulation using a SpectraMax plate reader (Molecular Devices) (Figure 3-13).

We calculated deviation from Bliss Independence according to the formula above for each point in the

dosage matrix (using the dosage response curves for compound alone and antibiotic alone). To compare

our plate data with primary screen data, we estimated Bliss synergy using the same method (Bliss score)

and compound (100 riM) and antibiotic dosages (Table 3-1) as in primary screening. The metric "Bliss

score" (Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14) refers to the sum of the values for each of the 3 antibiotic concentrations

(see Section 3.5.8 - Bliss synergy scoring).

We called a compound x antibiotic pair positive for Bliss synergy in checkerboard assays if the summed

Bliss score (at the 3 antibiotic concentrations) was 0.4. We computed a validation rate by computing the

fraction of hit compound x antibiotic pairs in primary screening data (Bliss score > 0.7 and p-value < 10')

that scored positive in the plate-based checkerboard validation testing. To assess the significance of this
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result, we assumed a null model that any given compound x antibiotic pair (independent of primary

screening data) scores positive in the plate-based validation with probability p, estimated from the fraction

of total positives from all pairs tested (19/46).

3.5.10 Fractional inhibitory concentration determination

The fractional inhibitory concentration (FIC) is a more stringent test of synergy, defining synergy as FIC _

0.5 [96]. For a given Antibiotic A and Compound B, we measured the minimum inhibitory concentration

(MIC) of each as the first well in the dosage series with <10% growth. If this was not observed in the

conditions tested, we assumed that the MIC was twice the highest tested dose. For a well in the matrix at

dosage point (A: x, B: y) with <10% growth, we calculated the FIC = X/MICA+ Y/MICB (where MICA is the

MIC measured for Antibiotic A independently, and MICB is the MIC measured for Compound B

independently). We classified the compound x antibiotic combination as synergistic if the minimum FIC in

the matrix was . 0.5.

3.6 Supplemental Text

Compound exchange between droplets can yield both false negatives (due compound loss from a droplet),

and false positives (due to exchange among droplets during the initial pooling step) in screening. We

examined the potential for false negatives in three ways. First, the ICso values measured for a variety of

antibiotic drugs in the droplet platform corresponded closely to the IC50 values measured in conventional

96-well plate assays (Figure 3-1C). Second, we looked for systematic differences between the physico-

chemical properties of screening hits and the full screening library (Figure 3-5). The cLogD distribution of

screening hits did not significantly differ from the library (median of validated hits: 2.70) (p > 0.45, Mann-

Whitney U test) with values as high as 3.8 (iodophenpropit), however, there was some bias toward higher

molecular weight compounds (median of validated hits: 408 Da) (p < 0.008, Mann-Whitney U test). Third,

we compared Bliss scores computed from primary screening data with those found in 96-well plate

checkerboard assays at the same concentrations (Figure 3-14). While some compound x antibiotic pairs

showed differences, we did not observe a systematic effect from hydrophobicity (cLogD) or the molecular

weight of the compound (Figure 3-14). For example, while IPAG x tetracycline was not detected in the
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primary screen, IPAG (cLogD 3.86; MW 395 Da) has similar cLogD and molecular weight to two validated

hits: iodophenpropit (cLogD 3.87; MW 414 Da) and NSC 23766 (cLogD 3.05; MW 422 Da). We also note

that compounds were also re-supplied at this stage, which could also explain some differences in potency

(such as with SNS-032 (BMS-387032), Figure 3-13 Panel 1).

We additionally assessed false positive risk from cross-contamination between droplets. First, 108/124

chips passed stringent quality control assessments of the internal positive and negative control conditions

(Figure 3-10). Second, of our primary screening hits where validation was attempted, 82.4% (14/17 tests,

p-value = 0.00058 for a binomial null model across all pairs positive in plates; 8/11 distinct library

compounds) were successfully validated in conventional 96-well plate checkerboard assays (Figure 3-4A).

This result indicates that while the full extent of chemical compatibility with the droplet platform is

unknown, screening was productive and did not rely on identifying and removing fast-exchanging or

incompatible compounds in libraries prior to the screen.
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3.7 Supplemental Figures
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Figure 3-5. Physico-chemical properties of compounds in antibiotic potentiation screen. To explore

the compatibility of the droplet platform with common chemical libraries, we compared the distribution of

calculated physico-chemical properties of screening hits to the compounds from the full screening library

screened in the full-scale phase of the antibiotic potentiation screen. (A) We compared the calculated LogD

(cLogD) of all compounds screened with validated screening hits (96-well plate checkerboard validation,

Bliss score > 0.4) (Figure 3-4A, Figure 3-13) (red ticks), as well as resorufin (black tick), the fluorescent

model compound used to measure compound transport across droplets and microwells by direct imaging

(Chapter 2, Figure 2-5). cLogD values were computed using Accelrys Pipeline Pilot assuming pH 7.4. We

did not detect any significant difference in cLogD between the hits and the overall library (median of

validated hits: 2.70) (p > 0.45, Mann-Whitney U test). (B) In comparing molecular weight distributions of

the library versus hits, the validated hits showed some bias towards larger compounds (median of validated

hits: 401 Da) (p < 0.008, Mann-Whitney U test).
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Figure 3-6. Antibiotic dose response comparison between 96-well plates and the microwell array chip

for P. aeruginosa. We tested five-point dose response curves for 6 different antibiotics against P.

aeruginosa and compared dose responses in 96-well plates (dotted lines) with the microwell array chip

(solid lines), for two technical replicates (replicate 1: blue, replicate 2: red) (experimental setup is shown

in Figure 3-11B). All data are normalized to no-antibiotic controls. Error bars represent standard deviations

of replicate microwells for each condition, with samples of size n = 127 (100, 147.5) (replicate 1), and n =

172 (149.5, 193) (replicate 2) (median (25th percentile, 7 5th percentile)). Legends represent fit IC5 o (Rg/mL)

values for each curve, obtained by non-linear least squares fitting of the Hill curve to each dose response.

Data points and IC50 values are also reported Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-7. Antibiotic dose response comparison between 96-well plates and the microwell array chip

for S. aureus. We tested five-point dose response curves for 12 different antibiotics against S. aureus and

compared responses in 96-well plates (dotted lines) with the microwell array platform (solid lines), for two
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technical replicates (replicate 1: blue, replicate 2: red) (experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-iB). All

data are normalized to no-antibiotic controls. Error bars represent standard deviations of replicate

microwells for each condition, with samples of size n = 157.5 (120.25, 190) (replicate 1), and n = 142.5

(119, 165.5) (replicate 2) (median (25th percentile, 75th percentile)). Legends represent fit IC50 ([tg/mL)

values for each curve, obtained by non-linear least squares fitting of the Hill curve to each dose response.

Data points and IC50 values are also reported Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-8. Antibiotic dose response comparison between 96-well plates and the microwell array chip

for E. coli. We tested five-point dose response curves for 12 different antibiotics against E. coli and

compared responses in 96-well plates (dotted lines) with the microwell array platform (solid lines), for two

technical replicates (replicate 1: blue, replicate 2: red) (experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-1B). All
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data are normalized to no-antibiotic controls. Error bars represent standard deviations of replicate

microwells for each condition, with samples of size n = 171 (137.25, 208.25) (replicate 1), and n = 130

(107.5, 149) (replicate 2) (median (25th percentile, 75th percentile)). Legends represent fit IC50 (pg/mL)

values for each curve, obtained by non-linear least squares fitting of the Hill curve to each dose response.

Data points and IC50 values are also reported Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9. Technical noise estimation of microwell array chip and 96-well plate assays. (A, B) For

comparison to data reported in Figure 3-IC, scatterplot comparisons of fit IC 0o values from technical

replicate antibiotic dose responses (Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8) are shown. We report the root mean

square of the change in logio(ICso) IRMS Alogjo(ICso)], which represents the difference from the diagonal

(x = y, red, dotted). (C) For comparison to Figure 3-1 D, a scatterplot comparison of 96-well plate technical

replicate measurements of relative GFP fluorescence, from Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, and Figure 3-8 is shown.

Lines of best fit (gray, dotted) and corresponding R2 values are also shown. These R2 values are also shown

in Figure 3-lE (gray, dotted). (D) A summary table of RMS Alogio(lC 0 ) and R2 values for inter-platform

comparisons relative to differences between technical replicates on each platform.
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Figure 3-10. Quality scoring individual microwell array chips used in the screen. We estimate a quality

score of each microwell array chip by evaluating the observed dynamic range in growth values. Chips with

low quality were then filtered out prior to analysis of screening data. (A) Quality scoring procedure for a

single representative microwell array chip based on calculating a Z-factor (Z') between microwells

representing the top (media-only control, red) and bottom (cycloserine 16 [tg/mL, blue) of the growth assay

dynamic range. Histograms show median GFP growth values computed from samples bootstrapped from

original sample of replicate microwells (1,000 iterations). (B) Each point represents the Z-factor (Z')

computed for a particular microwell array chip, as shown for an exemplar chip in part A. 108 chips passed

our quality threshold (Z' >0.21), and 16 chips failed.
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Figure 3-11. Distribution of screening data values from blank negative controls. To estimate the

statistical significance of Bliss scores measured for each compound x antibiotic pair in the primary screen,

we computed a test statistic from each Bliss score divided by an estimated standard error. Null data

representing this test-statistic were obtained in-line from the screen from all pairs of blank negative controls

x antibiotics. (A) A histogram of the test statistic for all blank negative control x antibiotic pairs (n = 140

x 10 antibiotics = 1400; blue) and a fit t distribution (11.2 degrees of freedom, scale = 0.992; red) which

constituted our null model for p-value calculations. (B) To determine the quality of the fit, we compare

ordered values of our test-statistic with theoretical quantiles estimated for our fit t distribution. Theoretical

quantiles are generated by Filliben's estimate of the median order statistic 11061. The diagonal (x = y, gray)

is shown for comparison.
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Figure 3-12. Synergy between two compounds in antibiotic potentiation screen. Tedizolid and

pasireotide are two compounds from the drug repurposing library that were loaded on the same microwell

array. As the array constructed compound x compound pairs in addition to compound x antibiotic pairs, we

identified a synergistic interaction between these two compounds. Intensity reflects GFP measurements for

each microwell, normalized to the median GFP value for microwells containing a Imedia-only + ceilsi

droplet paired with and Imedia-only + no cells] droplet (Tukey box plot). Tedizolid reflects relative GFP

measurements for microwells carrying a Itedizolid (100 jM) + cellsi droplet paired with a Imedia-only +

no cellsi droplet. Pasireotide reflects relative GFP measurements for microwells carrying a Ipasireotide

(100 piM) + cellsi droplet paired with a [media-only + no cells I droplet. Tedizolid + Pasireotide reflects

relative GFP measurements for microwells carrying a [tedizolid (100 jM) + cellsi droplet paired with a

I pasireotide (100 jM) + cells I droplet. (Note that synergy is still detected for Tedizolid + Pasireotide despite

there being an initial starting cell count that is twice as large as that of the other pairs.)
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Figure 3-13. Checkerboard validation assays (full-scale screening phase). We chose 46 compound x

antibiotic pairs to test the predictions made based on the primary screening data. All checkerboards were

performed in E. coli. For each checkerboard, the relative growth values (left panel), calculated Bliss scores

for each well position (middle panel), and a table summarizing the primary screening data (Primary Bliss,

logio(p-value), Primary Hit) and 96-well plate checkerboard synergy scores (Plate Bliss, Plate FIC, Plate

Hit), and compound properties (cLogD, Molecular Weight) are shown. The value "Plate Bliss" represents

the sum of the Bliss scores at the same compound concentration (100 RM) and 3 antibiotic concentrations

(Table 3-1) used in the primary screen. Compound x antibiotic pairs in the primary screen were considered

hits if Primary Bliss > 0.7 and -logio(p-value) > 4, and pairs were considered plate hits if Plate Bliss > 0.4

(Fig. 4a). A scatterplot comparison of the raw data is shown in Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-14. Comparison of primary screening data to 96-well plate checkerboard assay data. For the

46 compound x antibiotic pairs tested in 96-well plate checkerboard assays (Figure 3-13), we compared the

Bliss scores computed from the primary screening data with Bliss scores computed at the same compound

concentration (100 RM) and 3 antibiotic concentrations (Table 3-1) tested in 96-well plates. We investigated

whether inconsistencies were predicted by chemical properties of the compound (of the compound x

antibiotic pair), such as (A) hydrophobicity (cLogD, computed using Accelrys Pipeline Pilot) and (B)

molecular weight (Da). Lower and upper bounds of the color scale were respectively determined by the

mean +/- 1 standard deviation of the chemical property distribution of all screened compounds (Figure 3-5,

blue histograms). Thresholds used to determine hits (Figure 3-4) are shown as gray dotted lines. (C) The

same dataset, color-coded by the identity of the compound or (D) the identity of the antibiotic in each

compound x antibiotic pair.
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Figure 3-15. Checkerboard validation assays - Benurestat (pilot phase). In E. coli, we tested benurestat

for synergies predicted with four antibiotics, measured by Bliss score and FIC. For each checkerboard, the

relative growth values (left) and calculated Bliss scores for each well position (right panel) are shown.

Corresponding FIC values are shown in the table below. Primary screening data are also shown for

comparison.
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Figure 3-16. Checkerboard validation assays - IEM 1754 (pilot phase). In E.coli, we tested IEM 1754

for synergies predicted with three antibiotics, and one antibiotic predicted to show independent effects

(tetracycline), measured by Bliss score and FIC. For each checkerboard, the relative growth values (left)

and calculated Bliss scores for each well position (right) are shown. Corresponding FIC values are shown

in the table below. Primary screening data are also shown for comparison.
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Figure 3-17. Screening assay performance for each antibiotic in panel. For each antibiotic in our panel,

the dynamic range of the potentiation assay is the difference between the high relative growth values for

the antibiotic at the lowest concentration tested (red histogram) and the low relative growth values observed

under strong inhibition (cycloserine 16 gg/mL, blue histogram, same in all plots) across all 108 chips

analyzed. The difference between these distributions constitutes the antibiotic-specific dynamic range

within which potentiation can be detected. To quantify assay performance, we computed the Z-factor (Z',

displayed in title of each plot) between these two distributions for each antibiotic.
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Chapter 4

Toward massively parallel screening of

synthetic microbial communities

This project developed as a collaboration between the labs of Paul Blainey, Jeff Gore, and Jonathan

Friedman, with contributions to all aspects from Jared Kehe, Jonathan Friedman, Anthony Ortiz, and

myself. In addition, the environmental bacterial isolates used in Section 4.3.5 were collected by Logan

Higgins, Jonathan Friedman, and Jeff Gore for a prior publication [1071.

Much of this work will be published together with Generation 2 microwell designs in Chapter 2 ( Figure

2-2). Additionally, the microbial interaction screen described in Section 4.3.5 served as the pilot for work

targeted for a second manuscript.

4.1 Abstract

Microbial communities have important applications across metabolic engineering, bioremediation, drug

discovery, and therapeutics, however engineering is frustrated by the complex underlying interaction

networks. Experimental strategies to probe the interactions within microbial communities have been

hindered by the logistical complexity induced by their combinatorial nature. Here, we leverage a new

droplet microfluidic platform to systematically assemble microbial communities, capable of testing

pairwise and higher-order interactions. Our platform considerably reduces experimental complexity, and as

a proof of concept, we performed a survey of 960 pairwise interactions of microbes isolated from soil, and

a comprehensive dissection of a multi-strain microbial community across different nutrient backgrounds.

We expect that our platform will make broad impacts in both the basic science and engineering of microbial

communities.
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4.2 Introduction

The extreme functional diversity of microbial communities observed in nature suggests that a highly diverse

set of forward-engineered microbial consortia may someday be deployed in biotechnology [108]-[111].

Consortia have already been leveraged in the discovery of novel compounds for drug discovery [112],

degradation of recalcitrant polysaccharides for biofuels [113], [114], metabolic engineering [115],

bioremediation [116], [117], and the development of therapeutic probiotics that promote host health and

resist or reverse pathogen colonization [1181-[120]. Compared to single strains, microbial communities

possess an increased range of genes and metabolic capabilities. In principle, this increase endows

communities with engineerable, community-wide properties like efficient division of labor and stability of

desirable phenotypes in the face of environmental fluctuations [121].

The networks of interactions that underlie community composition and function are complex and require

the development of new models and engineering strategies [75]-[78]. Such strategies will likely leverage a

fusion of approaches relying on genomics and metabolic modeling [122]-[124], and "bottom-up"

experimental approaches to assemble and dissect the interactions within communities [125]-[127]. While

genomic information continues to grow rapidly, bottom-up experimental strategies for probing microbial

interactions are limited by the logistical complexity of the explosion of possible combinations of libraries

of strains and environmental conditions. For example, from a library of just 20 microbes, testing all 2-way

and 3-way interactions across 4 environmental conditions requires 5,400 total assays (= 4 x

[20+190+1,140]; without replicates), >50 96-well plates, and ~20,000 liquid handling steps. Moreover,

these combinations cannot be prepared in advance and must be assembled on the timescale of cell doubling

times (< 1 hour).

We drew together multiple threads of technology development used to attack this complexity to introduce

a new platform for assembling microbial communities and environments. One previous strategy cultures

an array of microbial colonies on an agar gel embedded with or conditioned by a second microbe, revealing

complex interactions of antibiotic production and inhibition between species [126], [128]. However, the

throughput of this method is limited by the density of the array, which must be sparse to restrict diffusion

between colonies [1151. To overcome this issue, other strategies confine microbes in high density microwell

arrays [129], [130], or microfluidic droplets [55], assembling communities by randomly confining sets of

cells in the same micro-compartment. However, the general inability to track the contents of all microwells
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or droplets (their contents can only be revealed after selection), and the need to start from single cells

(introducing stochasticity) limits their generalizability.

Here, we leverage these concepts to enable massively parallel assembly of synthetic microbial communities.

We use a high-density microwell array to randomly confine and merge emulsions carrying liquid cultures

of different organisms and environmental factors. The platform screens Q) combinations, whereby each

combination is composed of k elements selected from a larger library of n inputs. Both n and k are chosen

by the user and can include different organisms and/or environmental conditions such as carbon sources,

pH, and other media conditions. We demonstrate support of our platform for model environmental bacterial

species with high fidelity to conventional liquid culture assays. We then use our platform to survey 960

interactions between model bacterial species and environmental bacteria isolated from soil, as well as

conduct the bottom-up dissection of 200 subsets of an example 4-strain community across different carbon

source environments.

4.3 Results and Discussion

A Library of n Color-encoded B Parallel groupings Parallel mixed cultures C Optical assay
monocultures 1 -nL droplets

or carbon sources k=1 k=3 k=1 k=3

constitutive GFP

k=2 k=2 K resazurin
Color Choose k k k=4 Incubate

encode +load - dropletsA
emulsif pooled

00000 droplets 4t aa -o0 ont chi

Figure 4-1. Platform for bottom up construction of synthetic microbial communities. (A) Droplets are

loaded with monocultures of different organisms, carbon sources, or other media components that makeup

the synthetic community and background. Each input is encoded by a distinct ratio of encoding dyes. (B)

Synthetic communities are assembled by pooling the droplets carrying each component and loading them

into a chip with microwells sized to capture random sets of k droplets. After decoding the contents of each

microwell from the encoding dyes, we merge the droplets and incubate the chip. (C) We perform an optical

assay on each microwell to measure the function of each synthetic community.
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4.3.1 Our platform constructs synthetic microbial communities from

the bottom up

The protocol for assembling synthetic communities begins with the color encoding of n inputs, which can

include monocultures, environmental factors, or combinations thereof. Each color encoding is comprised

of a unique ratio of three fluorescent dyes (Alexa Fluor) (total dye concentration 1 pM) that collectively

encode the identity of the input (Figure 4-lA). Using a droplet generator (Bio-Rad QX200), each color-

encoded input is emulsified as 1-nL droplets (with 20 iL of each culture producing 20,000 droplets) in a

continuous fluorous oil phase (Figure 4-1A). These droplets are stabilized by 0.05% w/v bovine serum

albumin (BSA) in the aqueous phase and a fluorosurfactant in the oil phase (see Section 4.5.1; note that we

append BSA to media names where appropriate).

The droplets are pooled and injected into a flowspace beneath a microwell array chip, an inverted 6.2 cm x

7.2 cm grid of 1 10-pm deep microwells produced via PDMS soft lithography. Buoyant in the continuous

oil phase, droplets randomly and spontaneously fill the microwells, where the size and shape of the

microwell dictates the number of droplets that enter. After the microwells have been loaded with droplets,

the chip is imaged at 2X magnification to decode the identity of the droplets in each icrowell (Figure

4-IB). Finally, via exposure to an alternating current (AC) electric field (corona treater, Electro-Technic

Products), droplets are merged together within their respective microwells (Figure 4-lA, B), generating

thousands of parallel (n) synthetic communities.

The function of each community can be measured with a pair of optical assays (Figure 4-1C). To measure

the promotional or inhibitory effect of a community on a given microbe of interest, the microbe can be

tagged with a fluorescent protein and growth can be tracked by the accumulation of fluorescence signal

over time. In other applications, where a microbe cannot be labeled or when the total growth of all microbes

in the synthetic community is of interest, we developed an assay based on the non-specific reduction of the

dye resazurin to a fluorescent product, resorufin.
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Table 4-1. Model bacterial organisms and abbreviations. The following abbreviations are used in the

figures throughout the rest of this chapter. Further information is provided in Section 4.5.8.

107

Organism Abbreviation

Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 Ec

Pseudomonas chlororaphis ATCC#9446 Pch

Pseudomnonas citronellolis ATCC#13674 Pci

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO 1 Pae

Pseudomonas veronii ATCC#700474 Pv

Pseudomonasfluorescens A506 Pf

Pseudoinonas aurantiaca ATCC#33663 Pau

Pseudomnonas putida ATCC#12633 Pp

Pseudomonas syringae B728a Ps

Herbaspirillumfrisingense GSF 30 Hf
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of growth curves between platforms. (A) Microbes were emulsified along with

0.5% w/v glucose in M9BSA, and loaded into a microwell array of k=1 microwells. Microwell arrays and

corresponding cultures in 96-well plates, were incubated at room temperature (21C) with growth measured

by constitutive GFP fluorescence. (Middle) A fluorescence micrograph showing the dye-encoded droplets

carrying different microbes. The inset shows measurement of the fluorescent protein used to track microbe

growth. (Right) A fluorescence micrograph shows the accumulation of fluorescent protein signal in a given

microwell over time. (B) A comparison of growth curves for each organism. At each timepoint, points

represent the median, and error bars represent standard deviations of the distribution of GFP measurements

across all microwells containing each organism (n = 4000-5000 microwells). Measurements from 96-well

plates are linearly transformed to the same scale as the microwell array (points represent the mean of 2

measurements). Full genus and species names corresponding to the abbreviated names here are provided in

Table 4-1.
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4.3.2 The microwell array platform supports a range of

environmental microbes

We first tested the support of our platform for model organisms across microbiology. We assembled a set

of ten bacterial organisms (Table 4-1) that included those used in Chapter 3 (E. coli, P. aeruginosa), as well

as model environmental bacteria such as Herbaspirillum frisingense, a nitrogen-fixing species beneficial

for plant growth [1311, and Pseudomonas syringae, a model facultative plant pathogen [132]. Each model

organism had been labeled with constitutive expression of a fluorescent protein (GFP or YFP) that can be

monitored over time. To determine whether each organism could be cultured on the microwell array

platform, we compared growth dynamics to conventional 96-well plates. A culture of each organism in a

minimal media (M9BSA) supplemented with 0.5% w/v glucose was emulsified and loaded into k=l

microwells, or added to 96-well plates for comparison, and growth was monitored by tracking fluorescence

(Figure 4-2A). The different platforms showed strong agreement indicating broad support for aerobic

culture of microbial organisms represented by our set (Figure 4-2B).
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Figure 4-3. Comparison of carbon source utilization across platforms. (A) Microwells (k=2) capture

droplets carrying (i) a microbe that constitutively expresses a fluorescent protein (GFP); or (ii) a single-

carbon source media. Growth of the microbe is then monitored over time by tracking the accumulation of

fluorescence signal. (B) Fluorescence micrographs of k=2 microwells loaded with pairs of droplets,

showing the encoding dyes used for decoding or (inset) fluorescent protein used to track growth, after

droplet merging and incubation. Microwells are outlined in white for contrast. (C) An interleaved heatmap

shows fluorescence measurements of ten microbes (Table 4-1) across 13 carbon sources and 2 controls

(0.5% w/v in M9BSA media) after 50 hours (21C), compared between the microwell array chip (left

interleaved column) and 96-well plates (right interleaved column). For each microbe, relative

measurements are normalized by subtracting background and dividing by the maximum across all carbon

sources and timepoints. Full growth curves are shown in Figure 4-7.

4.3.3 Microbes show the same specificity for carbon substrates

across platforms

Microbial interactions are impacted by the nutrient context in which they develop, for example through

facilitative cross-feeding and nutrient competition, and different single-carbon source media can stabilize

varied community structures 11331, 11341. Therefore, we next tested that microwell array cultures maintain

the carbon substrate specificity of different microbes. Using our model bacterial library, we tested growth
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on 13 single-carbon source media, spanning mono- and oligomeric sugars, citric acid cycle intermediates,

amino acids, and others.

The pairwise combinatorial nature of this experiment was efficiently addressed by k=2 microwells on our

platform. We generated droplets carrying a fluorescent model microbe, single-carbon source media, or

media-only controls (Figure 4-3A,B). k=2 microwells randomly paired microbes and carbon sources, and

we tracked growth of each microbe over time (Figure 4-3A,B). For comparison, we assembled the same

pairs of microbes and carbon sources in 96-well plates. Comparing platforms showed close correspondence

of carbon substrate specificity (Figure 4-3C) with strong dynamic agreement (full growth curves are

provided in Figure 4-7).
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Figure 4-4. Resazurin assay for non-specific growth measurements. (A) Microwells (k=2) capture

droplets carrying (i) an unlabeled microbe, such as an environmental isolate; or (ii) a single-carbon source

media, with the addition of the dye resazurin. Microbes reduce resazurin to a fluorescent product, resorufin.

Growth of microbes is monitored by the accumulation of resorufin signal. (B) Fluorescence micrographs

of k=2 microwells loaded with pairs of droplets, showing the encoding dyes used for decoding or (inset)

resorufin used to track growth, after droplet merging and incubation. Microwells are outlined in white for

contrast. (C) An interleaved heatmap shows growth measurements for three microbes (Table 4-1) across

four carbon sources after 22 hours (21C), compared between the microwell array chip (left interleaved

column, resorufin fluorescence) and 96-well plates (right interleaved column, OD 00). For each microbe,

relative measurements are normalized by subtracting background and dividing by the maximum across all

carbon sources and timepoints. Full growth curves are shown in Figure 4-8.
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4.3.4 Non-specific growth assays allow measurement of unlabeled

microbes or total community function

While fluorescence assays have low noise and high sensitivity, microbiologists widely use optical density

(OD6 0 0 ) to track cell growth because of its generality. Some applications of our platform may require the

use of microbes where it is difficult or impossible to engineer expression of a fluorescent protein.

Experiments like the measurement of a community's ability to degrade a recalcitrant complex carbon source

(e.g. degradation of cellulose for biofuel production) could also benefit from a "global" measure of biomass

production.

For these applications, we developed an optical assay to measure microbial growth non-specifically. This

assay uses resazurin, a redox-sensitive dye that is reduced to a fluorescent product (resorufin) at rates

proportional to cell density by acting as an intermediate acceptor in the electron transport chain [135], [42].

Due to its low toxicity and high sensitivity, it has been broadly used for both microbial detection (e.g. in

food safety) and cytotoxicity screening [135].

To test the resazurin assay, we again measured carbon substrate specificity as in Figure 4-3, but instead

used resorufin signal to track cell growth (Figure 4-4). We generated droplets carrying three model

organisms, four single-carbon source media, or a media-only control, and constructed pairwise

combinations in k=2 microwells (Figure 4-4A, B). Comparing resorufin signal to optical density

measurements (OD6 0 0 ) of same conditions in 96-well plates showed strong agreement (Figure 4-4C, with

full growth curves in Figure 4-8). Use as a measure of total community growth may be complicated if

resorufin is produced at different rates by different microbes, but we expect the presence/absence of

resorufin signal can be used in a binary sense. Further experiments are needed to explore this possibility.
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Figure 4-5. Pilot microbial interaction screen. (A) Experimental design. Monocultures of fluorescently

labeled microbes of interest ("focal microbes") in single-carbon source media backgrounds were emulsified

("library 1"), and combined in k=2 microwells with "library 2" droplets carrying (i) unlabeled

environmental isolates; (ii) unlabeled focal microbes; or (iii) base media, which contains no carbon or

microbes. In each microwell, the GFP signal from each focal microbe indicated the effect of co-cultured

isolate. B) Growth curves for each focal microbe (Table 4-1) as a function of carbon source. Co-cultures

with isolates are shown in gray, and compared to the absence of a co-cultured microbe ("+ media;" blue),

the corresponding unlabeled focal ("+ unlabeled;" red dashed), and the focal microbe in the absence of a

carbon source ("no carbon;" black, same on all plots with shared row). Shaded regions represent the

standard error of the mean, and are shown for "+ media," "+ unlabeled," and "no carbon." (C) A heatmap

of data from part B, at 26 hours. To aid comparison, conditions in the absence of a co-cultured microbe

(part B, blue lines) are shown at left. Conditions with an unlabeled focal microbe (part B, red lines) are

shown as the middle column. The right column shows growth in the presence of each isolate. All data

represent the mean of two technical replicate microwell array chips (a comparison between replicates is

provided in Figure 4-9B). Relative growth is computed by background subtraction and normalization to the

maximum GFP value on each chip.
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4.3.5 A pilot microbial interaction screen shows common facilitation

As a pilot application of our platform, we designed a screen to measure pairwise interactions between

environmental bacteria across a collection of single-carbon source backgrounds. While higher-order

interactions can have considerable impact on community function, analysis of pairwise interactions is a

logical first step in the analysis of existing communities or the forward engineering of new ones for

biotechnological applications [125], [126]. In our screen, we hypothesized that different carbon source

backgrounds would reveal different distributions of competitive and syntrophic, facilitative interactions

[134]. We chose a set of four simple carbon sources - glucose, sucrose, glycerol, and serine - as well as a

no-carbon control. Glucose can be metabolized by all species in our collections, while we expected that

only a fraction might metabolize each of the other carbon sources in monoculture.

In order to measure interactions, we designed our screen to track the growth of an organism labeled by a

fluorescent protein when co-cultured with an unlabeled organism (Figure 4-5A). We chose a set of six

organisms from our model set (Table 4-1), each labeled with GFP or YFP ("focal" microbes). For use as

the unlabeled organism in each pair, we chose 27 environmental bacteria isolated from a single grain of soil

("isolates"; Table 4-2) [1071. We also included four unlabeled organisms from the focal set as a positive

control for nutrient competition. Last, the base media was included a negative control.

We used microwell array chips (k=2) to assemble all combinations of focal microbes and environmental

isolates or controls in different carbon source backgrounds (Figure 4-5A). We washed and normalized

monocultures of all focal microbes and isolates in a minimal media, and produced two libraries of droplets

for loading into k=2 chips. To construct the first library ("library 1", 30 total = 6 x [4+1]), we emulsified

the focal microbes (6 total) mixed with the four carbon sources (0.5% w/v; 4 total) or a negative control

(media; 1 total). Isolates (27 total), unlabeled focals (4 total), or a negative control (media; 1 total) were

emulsified to construct "library 2" (32 total). Droplets were loaded into k=2 microwells on two technical

replicate microwell array chips. Each chip constructed the 960 combinations of library 1 x library 2 (Figure

4-5A), with a median of 13 replicate microwells per distinct combination on each chip (Figure 4-9A). Due

to the random loading of microwells, library I x library 1 (450) and library 2 x library 2 combinations (512)

were also assembled but not analyzed. Growth values of focal microbes from each combination showed

low technical noise and high replicability between the two technical replicate microwell arrays (R2 ~ 0.91;

Figure 4-9B).
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To explore the interactions between the bacteria, we compared the growth of each focal microbe across co-

cultures with each isolate and control (unlabeled focals, and base media) (Figure 4-5B, C). As expected,

co-culture of focal microbes with their unlabeled counterparts showed competitive effects. One exception

is unlabeled P. fluorescens, which had a very weak effect (Figure 4-5C) and perhaps was incorrectly

normalized to a lower starting cell density or imperfectly emulsified. Strong competitive or inhibitory

effects among isolates were uncommon regardless of carbon source, perhaps because the model organisms

were better adapted to laboratory culture conditions.

Instead, we found that co-culture with the environmental isolates often facilitated the growth of focal

microbes on carbon sources where they had limited growth. This effect is most striking in the sucrose

background (Figure 4-5B, C), where focal microbes that otherwise did not grow in sucrose were enabled

by a large subset of environmental isolates. Sucrose facilitation did not appear specific to any focal microbe,

most isolates that enabled growth in sucrose did so for all focal microbes lacking this ability. Therefore, we

hypothesize that these isolates are extracellularly degrading the sucrose into glucose and fructose

monomers. A more modest effect is seen in glycerol. For example, P. putida and P.fluorescens grow poorly

in glycerol compared to glucose, but the growth rate is moderately improved when co-cultured with some

isolates (Figure 4-5B, C). Perhaps these isolates also metabolize glycerol into intermediates that can be

processed by P. putida and P.fluorescens glycolysis pathways. In contrast, cultures in serine did not show

this facilitative effect (Figure 4-5B, C).
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Figure 4-6. Exploration of interactions of H.frisingense in a synthetic community. (A, B) Experimental

design. (A) k=3 microwells capture droplets carrying [H. frisingense labeled with GFP ("Hf'), a single

carbon source, and 0 or 1 environmental isolates (11, 12,13)]. Each microwell constructs one of 200 possible

compositions [20 distinct co-culture compositions of H.frisingense and 0-3 environmental isolates] in [10

possible carbon source compositions]. We measured a timecourse of H. frisingense growth by tracking

GFP. (B) Environmental isolates were chosen based on their carbon source specificities in monoculture

across glucose, fructose, and sucrose, measured in 96-well plates by optical density at 48 hours. (C, D)

Exploration of data from microwell array, starting at a slice in time (30 hours), and then of timecourses in

select conditions. (C) The relative growth of H. frisingense at 30 hours as a function of co-culture

composition (bottom) and single-carbon source (rows). While not represented here, mixed-carbon source

backgrounds were also constructed. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. (D) Selected

comparisons of H.frisingense growth curves based on co-culture compositions in part C. (Left) In all single-

carbon sources, a comparison of co-culture composition s (all environmental isolates) to composition t (no

environmental isolates). (Middle) In fructose, a comparison of compositions a and g, which contain

decreasing amounts of isolate I, to composition s. (Right) In sucrose, a comparison of compositions n and

r, which contain decreasing amounts of isolate 13, to composition s. Shaded regions show the standard error

of the mean. (E) A phenomenological description of interactions between H. frisingense and the

environmental isolates suggested from parts B, C, and D.
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4.3.6 Our platform aids exploration of interactions within a

synthetic community

In addition to screening interactions over a breadth of microbes and carbon sources, our platform can also

aid a focused dissection of interactions within a single larger community. To demonstrate this, we

constructed a 4-part synthetic microbial community composed of H.frisingense ("Hf"), a model nitrogen-

fixing plant endophyte, and three environmental soil isolates in a model "complex" carbon source that does

not support H. frisingense in monoculture, the dimeric sugar sucrose. We chose the three environmental

isolates (11, 12, 13; Table 4-3) based on their ability to grow on sucrose and monomeric "products" glucose

and fructose in monoculture (Figure 4-6B).

We examined interactions between H.frisingense and all subsets of the environmental isolates, in single-

and mixed-carbon source backgrounds of sucrose, glucose, and fructose using a k=3 microwell array chip

(Figure 4-6A). We assembled a library of input conditions (total 12 = 4 x 3) from washed and normalized

monocultures of the three isolates as well as a no-isolate control (total 4), each added to glucose, fructose,

or sucrose (total 3). We then added a washed and normalized monoculture of H.frisingense to all conditions,

and produced droplets such that each carried H. frisingense, a single isolate or no-isolate control, and a

carbon source (0.5% w/v). Random loading of the droplets into k=3 microwells therefore constructed a

total of 200 (= 20 x 10) conditions from 20 distinct isolate compositions in 10 single- and mixed-carbon

source backgrounds (Figure 4-6A). This operation required >10-fold less liquid handling steps than

conventional methods such that it could be easily performed by hand in about 20 minutes (see Section

4.5.10).

Analysis of the different isolate compositions in single-carbon source backgrounds showed that different

isolates facilitate H.frisingense growth in both sucrose and fructose (Figure 4-6C). While we obtained high-

resolution growth curves in each condition (30 minute intervals), we first focused on a single timepoint (30

hours) of the H.frisingense growth curve. When in monoculture (composition t, Figure 4-6C) H.frisingense

grows well in glucose, but not in sucrose, and marginally in fructose. However, growth is rescued in sucrose

whenever isolate 13 is present, and in fructose whenever isolate II is present (Figure 4-6C).

Examining the full growth curves showed that the presence of all three isolates together (composition s)

considerably reduces differences in growth rate and carrying capacity of H.frisingense across the different
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carbon source backgrounds (Figure 4-6D, left panel). As expected, in composition s the H. frisingense

initial growth rate is still highest on glucose, however, the highest signal is curiously achieved in sucrose.

Comparing to composition a shows that the presence of II alone likely explains the growth of H.frisingense

in composition s in a fructose single-carbon source background (Figure 4-6D, middle). Indeed, fructose

shows an even higher carrying capacity when the starting ratio of H. frisingense to I is increased

(composition g) (Figure 4-6D, middle).

In contrast, the presence of 13 alone does not explain the growth of H.frisingense in composition s in a

sucrose background, which achieved the highest signal level (Figure 4-6D, right). Instead this may be

explained by the following (Figure 4-6E): (i) 13 processes sucrose into glucose and fructose; (ii) I

facilitates H.frisingense growth on the free fructose; (iii) all microbes compete on the free glucose.

While the discussion here focuses on single-carbon source backgrounds (1/3 of the data), mixed carbon

source backgrounds may also reveal rich interactions, such as polyauxic shifts in growth rates based on

carbon sources available.

4.4 Conclusion

Here we introduced a new platform for the combinatorial assembly and screening of microbial

communities. We demonstrated technical support for a range of microbial species, and applied our platform

in two case studies of both pairwise and higher-order interactions between microbes. By making use of 1-

nL scale emulsions and assembling combinations via random confinement in microwells, our platform

considerably reduced the logistical complexity of these experiments by reducing both the volumes of liquid

culture required and the number of liquid handling steps. For example, to perform the screen of pairwise

interactions in Section 4.3.5 in conventional 96-well plates require 20 96-well plates, -3,000 liquid handling

steps, and -4 mL of each of the 27 isolates (see Section 4.5.9) . Our platform only required a total of 62

inputs (<1 96-well plate, -200 liquid handling steps) and 25 pL of each isolate, enabling all sample

preparation to take place by hand in <1 hour (see Section 4.5.9). Also, while all experiments presented

required only 1-2 microwell array chips, we previously demonstrated scaling of this platform to experiments

requiring more than 100 chips (Chapter 3) enabling measurements of 100,000+ microbial interactions.
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Screening with our platform can facilitate the direct identification of multispecies consortia possessing

desirable community-wide phenotypes, such as the suppression of a pathogen, or degradation of a

recalcitrant carbon substrate. Additionally, the throughput can be leveraged for a variety of other endeavors

in basic microbial ecology, including the phenotypic characterization of auxotrophy, by screening sets of

microbes for growth in varied carbon and nitrogen source backgrounds (i.e. Section 4.3.3 at high-

throughput screening scale).

While the experiments here are restricted to optical assays, further technical development could extend

possible assays to include mass-spectrometry [136] or optical sensors [137] to enable measurement of

metabolites of interest. Other technical directions could allow for selection of a community from the array

for downstream analysis, such as tracking abundances of all microbes in a community by 16S rRNA or

genome sequencing.

Altogether, we expect our platform will enable new bottom-up studies of microbial communities for both

basic science and biotechnological applications.

4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Base and single-carbon source media preparation

We used a minimal medium modified for compatibility with the droplet chemistry. As a base, we used M9

minimal media (IX M9 salts (Teknova), IX Trace metals (Teknova), 0.1 mM calcium chloride, 2 mM

magnesium sulfate). However, we found that use of this media alone led to significant loss of encoding

dyes (and likely other hydrophobic small molecules) from droplets into fluorosurfactant reverse-micelles

in the continuous phase. Supplementing this media with 0.05% w/v bovine serum albumin (BSA) stabilized

the emulsions, and none of the focal microbes (Table 4-1) grow on BSA as the sole carbon source (Figure

4-3C, "No carbon" heatmap column). In summary, the media we used throughout this chapter is denoted

as M9BSA (IX M9 salts (Teknova), IX Trace metals (Teknova), 0.1 mM calcium chloride, 2 mM

magnesium sulfate, 0.05% w/v BSA).
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Unless indicated otherwise, all single-carbon source media were prepared to a final expected concentration

(post-droplet merging) of 0.5% w/v M9BSA and sterile filtered. Controls denoted as "No carbon," indicate

the base M9BSA media.

4.5.2 Cell culture preparation

Cultures of organisms for input into droplets were prepared in two phases. First, all cultures underwent an

initial "starter phase", whereby glycerol stocks of environmental isolates and fluorescent model organisms

were inoculated into 525 pL Lysogeny Broth (LB) (2-mL 96-well plate) and 4 mL (15-mL culture Falcon

tube), respectively (30C, 220 RPM, 16 hr). Inoculations were conducted via pin replicator (sterilized via

70% v/v ethanol bath and heat treatment between inoculations).

A subsequent "preculture phase" (30C, 220 RPM, 24 hr) began by washing the starter phase cultures two

times with M9BSA via centrifugation, removing the supernatant (Agilent Bravo), and resuspending the

pellet in fresh M9BSA. Cells were then normalized to a starting OD60o of 0.01 in M9BSA + 0.5% w/v

glucose and grown for 16 hours (25C, 220 RPM).

Prior to use in an experiment, the cells were again cells twice in in M9BSA and normalized to a starting

OD600 of 0.04, either manually by micropipette or using the Perkin Elmer Janus robotic liquid handler. After

adding encoding dyes, emulsions of the normalized cells were prepared and injected into the microwell

array chip.

4.5.3 Fluorescence encoding

All inputs into droplets were encoded by a distinct ratio of Alexa Fluor 555, Alexa Fluor 594, and Alexa

Fluor 647 (total concentration 1 pM) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All ratios were a subset of ratios show in

Figure 2-4. An alternative dye set was used in the resazurin assay (see below).

4.5.4 Microwell array chip operation

All microwell array chips were operated as described in Chapter 2.
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4.5.5 Resazurin assay

A first set of droplets was generated that contained monocultures (OD = 0.005 - 0.02) in M9BSA with no

carbon substrate. A second set contained carbon sources with 80 pM resazurin (such that, upon merging

within k = 2 microwells, the final resazurin concentration was 40 pM). The encoding dyes Alexa Fluor 488,

Alexa Fluor 594, and Alexa Fluor 647 were used to minimize interference with resorufin. These dyes were

added at 10 1 M, rather than the standard 1 tM, to overcome interference from resazurin absorption of

fluorescence excitation. Upon merging of droplets in k=2 microwells, organisms were exposed to both a

carbon substrate and the resazurin. If the carbon source enabled growth, a fluorescent signal corresponding

to the accumulation of resorufin was detected.

4.5.6 Fluorescence microscopy

All fluorescence microscopy was performed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope with

fluorescence excitation by a Lumencor Sola light emitting diode illuminator (100% power setting). Images

were taken across four fluorescence channels for GFP or YFP (same filter set, Semrock GFP-1 828A) and

the three encoding dyes, Alexa Fluor 555 (Semrock SpGold-B), 594 (Semrock 3FF03-575/25-25 + FF01-

615/24-25), 647 (Semrock LF635-B). For the resazurin assay, Alexa 488 was imaged with Semrock GFP-

1828A and resorufin with Semrock SpGold-B.

Images were collected by a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 CMOS camera (exposure times range 50ms -

500ms) at 4X optical magnification (with 4X pixel binning) or 2X optical magnification phase (with 2X

pixel binning). Pixel resolution was 6.5 m / pixel resolution in both cases. The exposure timing was

dictated by the magnification and pixel binning. The total scanning time for 2X and 4X magnification were

12 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively.
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4.5.7 Image analysis, fluorescence decoding, and fluorescence

growth assays

All image analysis methods used for fluorescence decoding of droplets were the same as described in

Section 2.6.6.

To measure the growth of a fluorescent organism or resorufin signal as a function over different biotic

backgrounds and carbon sources, we computed the median fluorescence across all microwells sharing the

same set of droplets.

4.5.8 Set of model bacterial organisms

Table 4-1 shows the set of fluorescently-labeled bacterial organisms used throughout this chapter. H.

frisingense was provided by the laboratory of Erica Hartmann [131]. P. syringae and P. fluorescens were

provided by the laboratory of Nadav Kashtan. E. coli and P. aeruginosa were provided by the laboratory

of Deborah Hung. P. putida was provided by the laboratory of James Bryers [1381, via Jeff Gore. All other

organisms were provided by the laboratory of Jeff Gore, and were made by Nicole Vega. Each organism

has been engineered to constitutively express GFP or YFP, either from a plasmid or chromosomal

integration. Regardless of the specific fluorescent protein, we always monitored growth via the same

fluorescence filter set (Semrock GFP-1828A, see Section 4.5.6).

4.5.9 Methods for pilot microbial interaction screen

To carry out the pilot microbial interaction screen (Section 4.3.5, and Figure 4-5), we prepared the focal

microbes, unlabeled focals, and environmental isolates described in Section 4.5.2. Methods for isolation,

selection of environmental isolates are described in Section 4.5.11, and taxonomic classifications are

provided in Table 4-2. Single-carbon source media were prepared according to Section 4.5.1. To create

library 1, we added monocultures of focal microbes to the single-carbon source media, and prepared

droplets. To create library 2, we prepared droplets from monocultures of the unlabeled focals,

environmental isolates, or base media. We then pooled the droplets and loaded across two replicate

microwell array chips (Generation 1, operated by Chapter 2 Methods). The microwell array chips were
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incubated at 30C using a temperature-controlled incubator, and timepoints were taken over the course of

48 hours.

Derivation of liquid handling steps

We aim to construct 960 co-cultures composed of 6 focal microbes, 5 carbon sources, and 32 environmental

isolates and controls (Figure 4-5A). We assume that each method starts with (i) normalized monocultures

of all bacteria, and (ii) each single-carbon source media.

To assemble these combinations by conventional methods, we first add each focal microbe (6) to each

carbon source (5), requiring 60 liquid handling steps (= 6 x 5 x 2). We then add each focal-carbon mixture

(30) to each environmental isolate or control (32), requiring 1,920 steps (= 30 x 32 x 2). Last, we duplicate

all 960 combinations, requiring another 960 steps. In total, this requires 2,940 steps.

In comparison, our platform only requires 246 steps. As above, we first add each focal microbe (6) to each

carbon source (5), requiring 60 liquid handling steps (= 6 x 5 x 2). We then add encoding dyes to all

conditions (62 steps). Finally, we make droplets (62 steps), and pool droplets (62 steps).

4.5.10 Methods for H.frisingense co-cultures

Cultures of H.frisingense (tagged with GFP, Table 4-1) and environmental soil isolates Ii, 12, 13 (Table

4-3 and Section 4.5.11) were prepared according to Section 4.5.2. Single-carbon source media were

prepared according to Section 4.5.1. We prepared droplets such that each droplet received H.frisingense,

0 or 1 isolate, and single-carbon source media. We then pooled the droplets and loaded in a single k=3

microwell array chip (Generation 2, operated by Chapter 2 Methods). The microwell array chip was

incubated at room temperature (in ambient air), and timepoints were taken over the course of 48 hours every

30 minutes.

Derivation of liquid handling steps

Following Chapter 2 Section 2.4.1, we can derive the number of liquid handling steps as follows. We

assume that we start with (i) washed and normalized cultures of Hf, I, 12, and 13 (ii) glucose, fructose,

sucrose, and base media. Our goal is to assemble all 200 compositions in Figure 4-6, made up of [20 co-

cultures] x [10 single and mixed carbon sources].
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If using conventional methods, we first construct the 20 co-cultures each composed of four parts [1 part Hf

+ 1 part isolate a + 1 part isolate b + 1 part isolate c; where each part can be any isolate or base media].

This operation requires 80 (= 20 x 4) steps. Similarly, the 10 carbon source mixtures are [1 part carbon + 1

part carbon + 1 part carbon; where each carbon is either glucose, fructose, or sucrose]. This operation

requires 30 (= 10 x 3) steps. Then, each of the 200 compositions requires 1 part co-culture and 1 part carbon

mixture, which requires 400 (= 200 x 2) steps. Finally, if in 96-well plates we assume that all 200

compositions should be duplicated, requiring 1 additional pipetting step per composition (200 steps).

Altogether, this requires 710 steps.

By using our platform, we only 68 steps, a >10-fold reduction. First, we prepared 4 co-cultures [1 part Hf

+ 1 part isolate or base media], requiring 8 (= 4 x 2 pipetting steps). Then we added the three carbon sources

to each condition [1 part co-culture + 1 part carbon source], requiring 24 (= 4 x 3 x 2) steps. Next, we added

encoding dyes (12 steps). Then we transferred to Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges to produce droplets (12 steps),

and pooled droplets for all 12 conditions (12 steps).
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Table 4-2. Environmental bacterial isolates used in pilot microbial interaction screen. Classifications

were determined by 16S rRNA profiling via Sanger sequencing (~1000 nt in usable length). All samples

were isolated and analyzed by Higgins et al [1071. Blank rows indicate samples where sequencing failed.

Phylum Class Order Family Genus Isolation

1 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

2 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

3 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

4 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

5 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae I Bacillus Nutrient agar

6 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

7 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

8 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

9 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

10 Nutrient agar

11 Nutrient agar

12 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

13 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

14 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

15 Nutrient agar

16 Nutrient agar

17 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

18 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

19 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Paenibacillaceae I Paenibacillus Nutrient agar

20 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Paenibacillaceae 1 Paenibacillus Nutrient agar

21 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

22 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

23 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

24 Actinobacteria Actinobacteria Actinobacteridae Micrococcineae Arthrobacter Nutrient agar

25 Nutrient agar

26 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar

27 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae 1 Bacillus Nutrient agar
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Table 4-3. Environmental bacterial isolates used in H.frisingense co-cultures. Classifications were

determined by 16S rRNA profiling via Sanger sequencing (~1000 nt in usable length).

Phylum Class Order Family Genus Isolatn

Im Proteobacteria Beta Proteobacteria Burkholderiales Burkholderiaceae Burkholderia Brucella agar

12 Proteobacteria Beta Proteobacteria Burkholderiales Burkholderiaceae Burkholderia Tryptic soy

broth

I3 Proteobacteria Gammaproteobacteria Enterobacteriales Enterobacteriaceae Rahnella Streptomyces

medium

4.5.11 Environmental isolate collections and methods

Environmental isolates in Section 4.3.5 - A pilot microbial interaction screen shows common facilitation

These environmental isolates were collected by Higgins et al. [107]. I will briefly reproduce the methods

here, and the reader can refer to [107] for more information. Strains were isolated from a single grain of

soil obtained in Cambridge, MA in September 2015 on nutrient agar. Colonies were grown in liquid culture

(48 hours, nutrient broth), re-plated for purity, and finally stored as glycerol stocks (-80C). For

identification, the 16S rRNA was sequenced (Sanger, ~1100 nt of useable length). Isolates were selected

for use in the pilot screen based on their ability to reliably revive from glycerol stocks. Table 4-2 shows the

final strain set used.

Environmental isolates in Section 4.3.6 - Our platform aids exploration of interactions within a synthetic

community

A soil sample was collected from the Middlesex Fells Reservation in Stoneham, MA in November 2017

and diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) within a few hours of collection (5 g soil vortexed in 40 mL

PBS). Single strains were isolated from streaking 70 pL of dilutions of this mixture (10-', 102 ,10', and 10-

4) on 20 agar media (Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB), 1% TSB, Lysogeny Broth (LB), 1% LB, Nutrient Broth

(NB), 1% NB, M9 salts + 0.5% glucose, M9 salts + 0.005% glucose, M9 salts + 0.005% glucose + 0.2%

casamino acids, M9 salts + 0.005% glucose + 0.002% casamino acids, M9 salts + 0.5% glucose + 0.2%

casamino acids at pH = 4 and 5, M9 salts + 0.005% glucose + 0.002% casamino acids at pH = 4 and 5,
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Actinomycete Isolation Agar, Brucella Agar, Streptomyces Medium, Campylobacter Medium, Blood Agar,

and ATCC Medium 1111). Strains were selected based on the following criteria: growth in LB liquid media

of transferred colony (25 C), frozen glycerol stock revival in LB (OD600 > 0.1) (30 C), and subsequent

growth on M9 + 0.5% glucose (OD600 > 0.1) (30 C). This procedure produced 90 environmental isolate

glycerol stocks (LB, 25% glycerol) organized in a 96-well plates and stored in -80 C. For the experiment

in Section 4.3.6, we chose three strains based on ability to grow in sucrose, fructose, or glucose (see Figure

4-6B). Table 4-3 shows the three isolates selected.
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4.6 Supplemental Figures
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Figure 4-7. Growth curves of microbes on single-carbon source media. At each timepoint, points

represent the median, and error bars represent standard deviations of the distribution of GFP measurements

across all microwells sharing the same microbe and carbon source (median number of microwells = 66.5).

For each microbe, relative measurements are normalized by subtracting background and dividing by the

maximum across the fifteen carbon sources and all timepoints.
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Figure 4-8. Growth curves of microbes on single-carbon source media measured by resazurin assay.

At each timepoint, points represent the median, and error bars represent standard deviations of the

distribution of resorufin measurements across all microwells sharing the same microbe and carbon source

(median number of microwells = 414). Error bars represent standard deviations across microwells. For each

microbe, relative measurements are normalized by subtracting background and dividing by the maximum

across all carbon sources and timepoints.
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Figure 4-9. Pilot microbial interaction screen technical performance. The pilot microbial interaction

screen constructed 960 combinations of microbes and carbon sources on two replicate microwell array

chips ("Chip 1" and "Chip 2"). (A) The histogram (blue bars) and cumulative distribution (red line) of the

number of microwells observed on each chip for each unique combination of droplets from library 1 (focal

microbes + carbon sources) x library 2 (isolates and controls). (B) A scatterplot of relative growth values

measured after 26 hours from each chip, as an assessment of technical variation. Each point corresponds to

a unique combination of library 1 x library 2 (Figure 4-5B, C reports the average of values from Chip 1 and

Chip 2). Points are shown at alpha = 0.25 to density. Relative growth is computed by background

subtraction and normalization to the maximum GFP value on each chip.
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Chapter 5

Future directions

I hope that this chapter can serve as the starting point for anyone who continues the thread of work in this

thesis, and includes proof of concept and discussion of new technical directions of our platform. As many

of these ideas were developed in collaboration with others, I chose to highlight them individually in each

section.

5.1.1 Introduction

Throughout this thesis, I explained how three basic design concepts have governed the development of this

technology: accessibility, generalizability, and scalability, with generalizability further divided into assay

scope and input scope (Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1). Here, I will use the lens of these design principles to

suggest new developments of our platform aligned with each chapter, first focusing on general technical

development (Chapter 2), and then developments that can enable new directions in combinatorial drug

screening (Chapter 3), or microbial ecology (Chapter 4). As future directions are also more broadly and

concisely reviewed in each individual chapter, I focus discussion here on directions with supporting proof

of concept.
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5.2 Future directions for technical development of the

platform

As Chapter 2 focused on the technical development of the platform, here I will review two strategies to

improve scalability, including the efficiency by which combinations are constructed, and the performance

of the optical encoding of droplet contents.

1. Scalability: can undesired combinations of inputs be avoided to improve efficiency? Although all

combinations of the inputs are constructed, some might be unnecessary or undesired. For example,

in screening a library of drugs across a library of cell lines, combinations of (i) drugs with no cells,

and (ii) cells with no drugs will also be constructed.

2. Scalability: can a different encoding strategy scale to larger input libraries? The encoding strategy

used throughout this thesis - distinct ratios of fluorescent dyes - does not scale to very large

libraries (e.g. 10,000-100,000 unique inputs).

Figure 5-1. Ordered addition by droplet size exclusion. In the case where only certain combinations are

desired, microwells can be designed to exclude droplets by size, and droplet libraries can be iteratively

loaded. At right, a micrograph of droplets loaded by sequential addition, avoiding blue x blue droplet

combinations. Scale bar equals 100 pim.
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5.2.1 Scalability: improving efficiency via size-encoded droplet

libraries

In its current form, the microwell array randomly captures droplets to construct all combinations of inputs.

This design is advantageous if the user desires all combinations of the inputs, but many experiments can be

factored into [library 1] x [library 2] x ... x [library N], and [library i] x [library i] ... x [library i]

conditions (for the same i) are not of interest. For example, a drug screening experiment to measure [drugs]

x [cell lines] also constructs [drugs] x [drugs] and [cell lines] x [cell lines] combinations, resulting in a

50% loss in efficiency.

To solve this problem, each input library can be emulsified into droplets of different sizes. Microwells can

be designed as a set of "slots," that exclude droplets larger than a given size threshold - each slot

corresponding to droplets for a given library (Figure 5-1). By loading the droplet libraries in sequence from

largest to smallest size, only the desired combinations will be assembled. If droplets of different sizes can

be produced using a commercial instrument such as the Bio-Rad QX200 (limited to one size; used

throughout this thesis), then this strategy would not sacrifice the accessibility of the platform.

To test this strategy, we designed microwells to accept two larger droplets (1-nL droplets, red) and one

smaller droplet (100-pL droplets , blue) and demonstrated successful sequential loading (Figure 5-1),

avoiding combinations of blue droplets.

Beyond this proof of concept, it remains to be seen how many distinctly sized droplet libraries can be

produced. Microfluidic flow-focusing methods typically produce a size distribution of droplets with ~5%

coefficient of variation (on diameter), and the pooling of droplets by micropipette likely increases the

variance of the size distribution. The possible number of distinctly sized droplet libraries is constrained by

(i) the total size range that can be constructed by microfluidic flow-focusing (or other droplet production

methods); and (ii) the number of non-overlapping size "bins" that can be fit in this range.
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Figure 5-2. A strategy for higher complexity optical encoding. (A) Codes are created from all subsets

of k beads from a total set of n distinguishable bead colors. (B) Droplet contents are decoded by the

presence-absence of bead colors. (C) The expected encoding complexity generated by codes with subsets

of 3, 4, or 5 colors, as a function of total number of distinguishable bead colors, n. (D) A fluorescence

micrograph of a microwell containing two 1 -nL droplets in a Generation I k=2 microwell, loaded with 3-

pm fluorescent beads. The scale bar indicates 75 pm.

5.2.2 Scalability: an optical encoding strategy for 10,000+ inputs

This encoding method was originally proposed by David Feldman, and we subsequently collaborated to

develop it.

While encoding reagents with distinct ratios of fluorescent dyes is simple and sufficient for the applications

described in this thesis, some new applications may require a far larger number of codes than can be

achieved with this method. For example, droplet-based single compound screening in k= 1 microwells could

require an optical encoding method with straightforward scaling to 10,000+ distinct compounds. In order

to maintain accessibility, it is important that the encoding method be compatible with low-magnification

fluorescence microscopy.

Rather than using ratios of fluorescent dyes to encode reagents, one can create 3-pm beads carrying distinct

ratios of three fluorescent dyes (Figure 5-2). As it was straightforward to create 60+ distinguishable colors

with free dye, we expect this can be similarly achieved with minimal technical risk. For example, one

possibility is to incubate streptavidin-coated beads with ratios of biotin-labeled dye. To create codes, we

can assign each reagent in the library to a unique subset of these beads. Therefore, droplets carrying

different reagents can be distinguished by the presence/absence of each distinct bead color. This encoding

method achieves the required complexity for libraries of 10,000-100,000 conditions (Figure 5-2C).
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5.3 Future directions for combinatorial drug screening

Chapter 3 describes a combinatorial drug screen to discover compounds that potentiate the activity of

antibiotics against the model Gram-negative pathogen E. coli. While successful in discovering novel drug

combinations that may be of use in antibiotics research and development, this demonstration could be

extended to improve its generalizability and scalability.

1. Generalizability - assay scope: The need to engineer cells to constitutively express a fluorescent

protein can hinder some applications, such as direct screening of bacteria isolated from clinical

samples. Can label-less growth assays be developed?

2. Generalizability - input scope: Many areas of human health could benefit from combinatorial drug

treatments. While the examples in this thesis revolve around bacteria, can screening be performed

on mammalian cells?

3. Scalability: An alternative method for attacking the scale required for combinatorial screening

involves pooling of compounds and algorithmic deconvolution of hit combinations from pools. Can

these methods be adopted to our platform?
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Figure 5-3. Label-less growth assay using phase contrast microscopy. (A) For comparison, both GFP

and phase contrast measurements can be collected from the same microwell. (Top) Fluorescence and

(Bottom) phase contrast micrographs (lOX magnification; all other data was collected with 4X

magnification) show a k=2 microwell containing E. coli (with constitutive GFP expression) and the

antibiotic ampicillin. (B) (Top) Sulbactam x ampicillin and (Bottom) erythromycin x tetracycline

checkerboards (similar to Figure 3-4) in E. coli collected from the same microwell array chip. The

interleaved heatmap compares responses measured by GFP (left interleaved column) and phase contrast

(right interleaved column). Measurements are normalized by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the

maximum across all dose combinations measured. (C) A scatterplot of relative growth values measured by

GFP and phase contrast across all dose combination assay points, including those shown in part B. Each

point shows the median signal across all microwells sharing the dose combination assay point. The Pearson

correlation is denoted by r. (D) To compare the assay noise of GFP and phase contrast, we measured the

relationship of between microwell-level replication and technical noise (R2 value between bootstrap-

resampled data in part C, as in Figure 3-1 E) for each measurement method.
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5.3.1 Assay scope: growth assays without engineering fluorescence

This work was performed in collaboration with Gowtham Thakku and Prianca Tawde.

While the drug screening performed in Chapter 3 required model bacterial pathogens that have been

engineered to constitutively express a fluorescent protein, this presents a barrier to some applications. For

example, antibiotics development can benefit from experimenting on banks of drug-resistant clinical

isolates where the need to engineer fluorescence could be a significant hindrance. Moreover, some microbes

may be genetically intractable. In contrast, microbiology widely uses optical density (OD6 00 ) to measure

cell growth, due to its generality.

We piloted an assay that works by a similar principle based on phase contrast microscopy (Figure 5-3).

This microscopy technique amplifies the light scattered from cells, making them visible against the

transparent background. Cell density can be estimated by measuring the "roughness" of the image within

the droplets (Figure 5-3A).

To test our method, we created drug response checkerboards in E. coli using the antibiotics and potentiators

used in Chapter 3, sulbactam x ampicillin and erythromycin x tetracycline (Figure 5-3B) using a k=2

microwell array chip. We measured GFP and phase contrast signal from each microwell (Figure 5-3A).

Overall, the GFP and phase contrast measurements showed a strong correlation (Pearson correlation =

0.968), although phase contrast had more sensitivity to low relative growth values (Figure 5-3C).

To compare the technical noise of both methods, we repeated the analysis in Figure 3-1E to examine the

relationship between the number of microwells observed and R2 value between technical replicates (Figure

5-3D). While GFP shows less technical noise, phase contrast approaches the same technical noise levels

when more than five replicate microwells are observed per condition.

Limitations of the phase contrast method compared to fluorescence include throughput and generalizability

to different microbes. While optical resolution is not limiting for fluorescence assays, empirically we found

that phase contrast worked best when using 1.625 ptm / pixel resolution (compared to 6.5 pm / pixel

resolution for GFP measurements). Higher magnification (4X) requires a smaller field-of-view and overall

slower scanning. Second, different microbes likely have different morphologies, and empirically we found

that image processing parameters have to be tuned for each microbe. We expect that applying supervised

machine learning methods to this image processing task could alleviate this issue. However, for these
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reasons, the resazurin assay developed in Chapter 4 Figure 4-4 is likely a better solution for label-less

growth assay than the phase contrast method.
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Figure 5-4. Adapting our platform for mammalian cell culture. (A) Three mammalian cell lines were

tested in the droplet platform: (i) HEK293T derived from the human embryonic kidney; (ii) K562 derived

from a human chronic myeloid leukemia; and (iii) L1210 derived from a mouse lymphocytic leukemia

(1.78 x 106 cells / mL in DMEM). Cell doublings in droplets were manually counted after 48 hours.

Micrographs show K562 cells in droplets, with scale bars equal to 75 pm. Error bars are standard deviation

estimated from a binomial model. (B) We developed a droplet-compatible apoptosis assay using a caspase

3/7 reporter (ThermoFisher CellEvent) that can be added to media and emulsified with cells. (Top panel)

Violin plots of caspase 3/7 reporter signal from cells treated with topoisomerase II inhibitor idarubicin (10

[tM) or a no-treatment control ("Media") at 48 hours in droplets. (Middle, Bottom panels). Time courses of

caspase 3/7 reporter signal over 72 hours in treatment and no-treatment controls. (C) To construct pairwise

drug combinations, droplets paired in microwells are merged by electro-coalescence. Merging droplets via

electro-coalescence was toxic to all three cell lines tested. Compared to part A, where droplets are not

merged, we detected no doublings of cells at 48-hours post-merge. Scale bars represent 150 ptm.
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5.3.2 Input scope: adopting platform to mammalian cell culture for

applications to oncology and beyond

This application was developed in collaboration with Juan Hurtado, who carried out the experiments

presented here. It has since been further developed by FuNien Tsai, Cheri Ackerman, and Anne-Florence

Blandin. Cell lines and much of the original motivation of this direction was also contributed by the labs

of Mimi Bandopadhayay, Rameen Beroukhim, and Keith Ligon.

To adapt the droplet platform to mammalian cell lines we developed a compatible cell-death assay and

identified factors affecting cell viability. Building off of previous work to establish mammalian cell culture

in droplets [52], [53], [61], we chose as models three mammalian cell lines in both suspension and adherent

culture: HEK293T derived from human embryonic kidney (adherent); K562, derived from human myeloid

leukemia (suspension); and L1210 derived from mouse lymphocytic leukemia (suspension). We found that

suspensions cells (K562, L1210) continued dividing in 1-nanoliter droplets, but the adherent cell line

HEK293T did not (Figure 5-4A). However, this cell line still appeared to report a drug response over 48

hours (Figure 5-4B).

In the system as currently configured, reagents cannot be added to droplets after loading into the array.

Therefore all the components of a compatible cell death assay must be present in the droplets from the start

of an experimental time course, and not adversely affect cell viability. We compared ethidium homodimer

(a DNA intercalator that stains dead cells, regardless of death mechanism) and a caspase 3/7 reporter

(ThermoFisher CellEvent) to specifically report apoptosis. We found that the required concentrations of

ethidium homodimer for assay endpoints were toxic (data not shown), but the caspase 3/7 reporter

successfully reported apoptosis induced by the topoisomerase inhibitor idarubicin (10 jiM) compared to no-

treatment controls (Figure 5-4B).

While we achieved successful droplet culture and assay readout, we identified that application of the high

voltage AC electric field used to merge droplets and construct drug combinations was toxic to all three cell

lines (Figure 5-4C). This result suggests merging parameters (electro-coalescence field strength and

frequency) must be optimized and alternative merging strategies should be explored. Such alternatives

could include chemically-induced merging (pulsed perfluorooctanol in fluorous oil continuous phase) or

mechanical perturbation (acoustic waves) [37], [38]. However, there is evidence from other studies that

there are parameter regimes for electro-coalescence that do not perturb mammalian cells [52].
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Another foreseeable challenge is the expected screening throughput and data quality. Density limits on

mammalian cell culture (~106 cells / mL) suggest that droplets should not be loaded with much more than

a single cell [61]. Therefore, one might expect that to measure a phenotype with enough statistical power

for high throughput screening could require measuring thousands of droplets. Indeed, Baret and colleagues

found that achieving equivalent statistical power to conventional microplate culture in a gene-expression

reporter assay required measuring 7,500 cells [53]. Following the models in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.10 and

Figure 2-7, if microwells are positioned at a density of -03 microwells / cm2 and a replication level of ~ 103

microwells / combination are required, one would expect to achieve at best the same imaging throughput

of a 96-well plate (~I combination / cm 2 ; we assume fixed imaging rate per unit area). As a result, assay

development for high throughput screening should focus on measuring and improving the expected assay

noise or microwell density. Alternatively, our platform may be more useful for low-input drug-testing

applications (i.e. testing on primary cells) that currently cannot be conducted in a 96-well plate format due

to requirements for millions of cells.

5.3.3 Scalability: Improving throughput with pooled combinatorial

drug screening

This application was developed in collaboration with Jared Kehe.

An alternative strategy to reduce the logistical complexity of pairwise combinatorial drug screening is to

distribute compounds across a multiplicity of "pools," such that all pairwise interactions within a given

pool can be tested simultaneously [86]-[88]. Assuming that hits are produced by sparse pairs of compounds,

one can then deconvolute the active pair of compounds from a "hit" pool by deduction: pairwise interactions

in any pool that do not report a "hit" signal can be eliminated from consideration. This deconvolution

strategy might be further improved by statistical methods for solving underdetermined systems such as

"compressed sensing."

This strategy could be applied on our platform without any further technical development, as a user could

use a microwell array of k=ko to construct random pools of size ko. The platform might further aid in

deconvolution, as compounds can be iteratively grouped in smaller pools until the hit pairs of compounds

are confirmed by constructing pairwise combinations in k=2 microwells. Future work to develop this should

start with refining the statistical methods for deconvolution, including how to choose the appropriate pool
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size and sampling needed 11391. These factors will determine the overall throughput increase of this method

compared to brute-force screening of pairs of compounds.

5.4 Future directions for microbial ecology

Chapter 4 describes the use of the platform to explore interactions between strains in microbial

communities. However, experiments were limited by the ability to measure only a single strain in each

community. For example, by only measuring the abundance of one strain, current measurements cannot

distinguish mutualistic from parasitic interactions. This property limits the generalizability (assay scope) of

the platform.
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Figure 5-5. Multiplexed growth assays by spatial confinement of cells in gel beads. (A) Agarose gel

beads carrying microbes that constitutively express GFP can be emulsified with encoding dyes. (B)

Microwell arrays can be loaded with droplets carrying agarose gel beads, and droplets can be merged

according to standard methods. Microbes remain confined by the agarose matrix while still consuming

nutrients or secreting signaling factors into the surrounding aqueous droplet. (C) A fluorescence micrograph

of E. ccli confined to agarose gel beads while incubated in LB media (6 hours, 37C) in a 384-well plate.

Two different sets of 0.5% w/v dye-labeled agarose gel beads (magenta or cyan) were loaded with E. coli

that constitutively expresses GFP (green) or mCherry (red). Scale bar corresponds to 100 ptm.
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5.4.1 Assay scope: multiplexed measurements across different

cellular inputs

This concept was developed in collaboration with Navpreet Ranu and Jared Kehe.

Many potential applications would benefit from simultaneous measurement of responses across different

cellular inputs. In Chapter 4, measurements of microbial interactions are limited to the measurement of

abundance a GFP-labeled strain, or to total biomass accumulation (i.e. across all present strains in a merged

droplet) using a general label of metabolic activity such as resazurin. This means that current measurements

cannot distinguish mutualism (in which both interacting strains benefit) from commensalism or parasitism

(in which only one benefits, with no or negative effects on the symbiotic partner).

Currently, measuring the abundance of each strain would require labeling each with a distinguishable

fluorescent protein. However, interference from the fluorescent encoding dyes limits the number of

available fluorescence channels.

A different strategy could measure the same fluorescent protein (e.g. GFP) across all strains but use spatial

information to assign the signal measured to each distinct strain (Figure 5-5). To create this spatial

information, an agarose gel matrix can confine the growth of cells [140]. The ~100 nm pore size of this

hydrogel would allow the exchange of signaling molecules and consumption of nutrients, but restrict cells

to their original position in the microwell (Figure 5-5B) [140]. Construction of these agarose beads is

straightforward and already established, and integrates well with our existing protocol. Molten 0.5% w/v

ultra-low melt agarose is mixed with each sample prior to emulsification, and droplets are made according

to protocols in Chapter 2. Emulsions are then stored at 4C for 1 hour to induce gelation.

As a proof of concept, we created 0.5% w/v agarose beads in 1 -nL emulsions carrying E. coli constitutively

expressing either GFP or mCherry from Cy3- or BDP-labeled ultra-low melt agarose respectively (Figure

5-5C). We then broke the emulsion by electro-coalescence and pooled the gel beads, and incubated them

together in LB media in a 384-well plate for 6 hours. Both GFP and mCherry labeled E. coli grew to

punctate colonies and remained restricted to their respective agarose beads (Figure 5-5C).
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Use of agarose beads may also eliminate the need to use fluorescence to detect cell abundance. Due to

confinement by the gel matrix, cells grow in punctate colonies that can be identified with low magnification

brightfield microscopy [140].

Future work to develop this strategy should determine the compatibility of hydrogel chemistries such as

agarose with different microbes. Many microbes may express agarase enzymes that can degrade the matrix,

allowing their escape and thus losing the spatial information needed. Other gel matrices could be explored,

or these microbes could be identified and excluded from experiments using this strategy.
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5.5 Future directions for microfluidics: self-assembly

of particles, cells, and fluids

While the previous sections of this chapter addressed specific improvements to our platform, how can these

design principles be generalized and applied to other microfluidic platforms? More generally, where might

the field of microfluidics evolve?

The core concept underlying the technology of this thesis is the self-assembly of combinations of

microfluidic droplets, and this autonomous nature is the root of the accessibility and scalability of our

design. Because the droplets self-assemble, the platform can be operated with conventional micropipettes

improving its accessibility. Because the self-assembly easily parallelizes across more than tens of thousands

microwells, the platform is robust and scalable. In Chapter 1 (Section 1.3) I reviewed how the limited

accessibility, generalizability, and scalability of microfluidic platforms have hindered the adoption of these

platforms across the broader life sciences community [48]. I predict that further developing self-assembly

as a design paradigm will improve these necessary features in microfluidic platforms, and ultimately will

dramatically strengthen our interface to molecular and cellular biological systems.

Whitesides and Grzybowski define "self-assembly" as "the autonomous organization of components into

patterns or structures without human intervention ... that can be controlled by proper design of the

components" [141]. While self-assembly usually describes systems of molecules and solid particles, here I

extend the definition to also consider self-assembly of emulsions. There is not a concise label for systems

that are not self-assembled because it should be clear that almost all systems currently designed by humans

at length scales > 10- m do not have these properties. These systems are serially assembled component-by-

component by an external instrument (a human or a robot) following a series of instructions. This is because

it is easy for us to think about each component of a system in relation to the whole, but hard to picture the

whole from only knowledge of each component's relationship to other components. Consider trying to build

a chair using only a list of angles and distances between each pair of pieces.

Self-assembly finds its roots in chemistry and biology, and can be found at all scales of biological systems.

At the biomolecular scale, proteins self-fold into functional structures, and still further self-assemble into

larger complexes such as a microtubule. In multicellular organisms, cells divide from a single source cell,
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autonomously differentiating into various functional types that assemble the larger multi-cellular tissues

and organism.

Advantages offered by self-assembly are also easy to see in biological systems:

* Parallelization: Assembly happens simultaneously and is easily parallelized. Alternatively, non-

self-assembled systems can be bottlenecked by the speed of the external instrument that operates

the system (e.g. a robot arm or a conveyor belt).

* Robustness: With assembly occurring in parallel, the effect of a defect in one component is limited

and does not affect the larger system. In non-self-assembled systems, a defect in the external

instrument that operates the system affects all components.

" Self-healing: Because the components contain all necessary information to form the desired final

system, the ability to repair the system is retained after assembly, e.g. a DNA duplex that re-

assembles after melting.

Self-assembly has begun to emerge as an important design and manufacturing paradigm in unexpected

fields. One example is in electronics manufacturing [1421. Conventionally, manufacturers use so-called

"pick-and-place" machines: a robot that automatically places an incoming feed of circuit components into

pre-designed slots on a printed circuit board. While these machines can work at very high speeds (~1-10

components / s), their serial nature means that they are limited by the throughput of the conveyor belts and

robotic head and vulnerable to damage of any of these components [142]. Additionally, assembly at small

scales (10-100 iLm) becomes very slow and difficult to control 1142]. In contrast, "fluidic self-assembly,"

manufactures circuits in parallel by flowing a slurry of circuit components embedded on shaped particles

over a circuit substrate with correspondingly-shaped slots for each device [143]. The parallel nature of this

method improves its scalability and robustness [143].
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Figure 5-6. Length scales divide the use of self-assembly approaches to manipulate biological systems.

Microfluidic platforms operate length scales between where self-assembly and non-self-assembly strategies

dominate.

In the tools we use to manipulate biological systems, the use of self-assembly is divided by length scale

(Figure 5-6). At length scales below ~10-6 m, where means of manipulation are the tools of chemistry and

molecular biology, we embrace self-assembly. For example, self-assembly underlies the interactions

between proteins to turn on transcription of a gene, or the assembly of fragments of DNA in a plasmid. At

length scales of 10-3 m and greater, the opposite is true: we use micropipettes to pick-and-place liquids

between different vessels. Automation for high throughput screening requires the analog of robotic pick-

and-place machines: robotic liquid handlers.

At intermediate length scales of 10-610-2 m, microfluidic platforms are split in their use of self-assembly.

Integrated microfluidic devices that manipulate fluids with pneumatic valves and pumps essentially

miniaturize the "picking and placing" (routing) of fluids as done at larger length scales. For example, an

integrated microfluidic platform to construct pairwise drug combinations as described in this Chapter 3

programmatically routes each input along rows and columns into a grid of chambers [25]. Instead, in our

platform the combinations of droplets self-assemble in a microwell scaffold, gaining improved accessibility

and scalability.
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Microfluidic platforms that use a synthesis of these methods to control cells, biomolecules, small and

molecules could ultimately grant experimenters with unparalleled spatial and temporal control of complex

assemblies of cells, biomolecules, and small molecules. How can microwell scaffolds be modified to

achieve more functionality? One can imagine that more complex control can be achieved using microwells

with distinct sizes and shapes to capture matching emulsions or microparticles. As a starting point, Section

5.2.1 describes a proof of concept for assembling combinations of distinctly sized droplets. Moreover,

multiple methods have been introduced to create precisely shaped, porous hydrogel microparticles [1441,

[1451. These particles can be patterned with small molecules, proteins, and other biomolecules, and can

even carry cells. Kim and colleagues demonstrated the microwell-templated self-assembly of complex

multicomponent structures, iteratively assembled from hydrogel particles of different sizes and shapes

1146]. As a proof of concept, they used this technology to study human neutrophil chemotaxis by spatially

patterning chemoattractant-laden microparticles. Substituting microwells for microchannel "rails" can even

passively guide the movement of particles or full assemblies, suggesting a new principle for dynamic,

directed transport of cells, microparticles, or even droplets [147]. Fusing these technologies with multi-

phase fluids, for example by patterning surfaces to be selectively hydro-, lipo-, or fluorophilic, or inventing

methods to stabilize custom-shaped emulsions, suggest generalizable strategies for assembling fluids and

particles on the microscale.

An even more powerful strategy for self-assembly is afforded by the generalizability of DNA hybridization

and corresponding methods to template microparticles, cells, and even oil droplets, with DNA. By tagging

these components and optionally a corresponding scaffold with complementary single-stranded DNA

oligomers, their interactions can be programmed to assemble complex structures. DNA-mediated self-

assembly has been demonstrated to template both single-cells or hydrogel beads on surfaces, and moreover,

to program interactions between single-cells to assemble into complex 3-dimensional tissues [148], [12],

[149]. Other groups have also demonstrated the ability to use DNA hybridization to program interactions

between oil-in-water emulsions [150], [151]. While the requirement of oil as the dispersed phase is limiting

(biology is water based), this suggests that the invention of DNA-templated water-in-oil-in-water double

emulsions would enable a general platform for DNA-programmed handling of microfluidic water droplets.

Furthermore, DNA nanotechnologies like toe-hold switches could afford dynamic control over systems

programmed by DNA-templated self-assembly 1152].
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In the long term, I envision that many of the basic operations of molecular and cellular biology, such as

assembly and mixing, splitting, selection, and sorting might be programmed by self-assembly of cells,

particles, and emulsions. In this thesis, I demonstrated how leveraging self-assembly considerably

simplifies the operations of assembling combinations of reagents for applications in drug screening,

microbial ecology and other applications, but this represents only a small step towards this greater vision.
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5.6 Methods

5.6.1 Production of size-encoded droplet libraries

We produced two libraries of droplets of different sizes, 1-nL (-130 pm diameter; red food coloring in

water) and 0.1-nL (-60 pm diameter; blue food coloring in water). As the continuous phase, we used a

fluorous oil (Novec 7500, 3M) and 2% w/w fluorosurfactant (008-Fluorosurfactant, RAN Biotech).

To produce 1-nL droplets, we used Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges. These cartridges use a microfluidic flow-

focusing architecture for droplet production. Since Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges only produce 1-nL droplets,

to make the 0.1-nL droplets, we used a microfluidic droplet production device (PDMS, fabricated from a

SU8-2050 on a silicon wafer) with a 40-pm flow-focusing nozzle.

The microwell array chip was designed and fabricated according to methods in Chapter 2.

Loading of the chip was also done as described in Chapter 2, first with the 1-nL droplets, and then after

draining the droplets, we repeated with the 0.1-nL droplets.

5.6.2 Fluorescent beads for high-complexity optical encoding

For proof of concept, beads with distinct fluorescence profiles were made from 3-pm streptavidin-coated

polystyrene beads (Bangs Labs), and biotin-labeled dyes (FAM, Cy3, and Cy5). Beads were incubated at 1

mg/mi (-0.1% w/v) in lOuM biotin-dye in "bind and wash buffer" (10 mM Tris-HCI, 1 mM EDTA, 2M

NaCl, 1% Tween-20) for 1 hour at room temperature on a rotator to prevent bead settling. Beads were

separated by centrifugation and washed twice in "bind and wash buffer."

Imaging of beads were performed with lOX magnification on Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope

with fluorescence excitation by a Lumencor Sola light emitting diode illuminator (100% power setting),

and Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4.0 CMOS camera.

5.6.3 Mammalian cell culture

The cell lines used throughout this work were H. sapiens embryonic kidney cells (HEK293T, ATCC #CRL-

3216), H. sapiens chronic myelogenous leukemia (K562, ATCC #CCL-243), and M. musculus lymphocytic
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leukemia (L1210, ATCC #CCL-219). Cells were cultured in DMEM, high glucose + GlutaMAX + fetal

bovine serum + Pen-Strep (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). To make droplets, cells were prepared to

densities of 2 million cells / mL and emulsified using the Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges (using methods as

described in Chapters 2 and 3). To measure apoptosis, we used 5 pM Green Detection Reagent (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) added to media. Microwell array chips were incubated at 37C, 5% C02 in a standard cell

culture incubator.

5.6.4 Phase contrast imaging and analysis

For phase contrast imaging, we used a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope with white-light illumination.

Images were collected using a CFI Plan Fluor DL 4X objective and Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 camera (no

pixel binning, to achieve 1.625 ptm / pixel resolution).

To measure cell density in each microwell, we use the following image processing steps. First, we used a

high pass filter to amplify the signal, by difference of gaussians (with a, = 0.4 pm and G2 = 1 im). Then,

we computed a "roughness" metric by convolution of a range filter (maximum-minimum, over a disk, radius

= 3.25 pm). The final metric reported is average of the roughness metric over each microwell area

(segmented by fluorescence of the encoding dyes).

5.6.5 Production of agarose gel beads

To form gel beads we used Ultra-low Gelling Temperature agarose (Sigma Aldrich), as it gels at a

temperature below 37C (the maximum temperature we used to culture microbes in this work), but also,

after gelling, it will not melt again at the culture temperature, since it exhibits exhibit hysteresis in the

liquid-to-gel transition.

To make the agarose beads, we prepared E. coli cultures according to the same methods in Chapter 3, and

added the culture to molten agarose solution (0.5% w/v; we found that higher concentrations are too viscous

to make droplets) heated to 37C. We then made droplets using Bio-Rad QX200 cartridges. To gel the molten

agarose, we incubated the droplets at 4C for 1 hour. These emulsified gel beads can then be handled the

same as liquid droplets with the same methods used throughout the rest of this thesis.
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